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Abstract
Software production is considered to be one of the largest industries in the 21th
century; any study that leads to increasing the efficiency of this industry could have
tremendous effect on the world technology revolution.
The main purpose of software development is supporting the business functions of
clients each in his field. Hence, this study introduced a software development model
that is oriented to increasing customer involvement in each phase of the software
development life cycle, from project initiation to completion, which –as hoped- will
enhance customer satisfaction and the quality of the delivered software.
The goal of this thesis is developing a software life cycle that involves the customer
frequently and effectively in projects. To achieve this, we discussed some of the
existing software methodologies, aiming to find some activates that proved to be
effective in enhancing the customer role in projects. The thesis discussed the customer
role in each of the main phases of software development and the importance of the
customer effective participation in software development.
We introduced through out this study a five phases model focusing on achieving an
end-to-end life cycle that is oriented in increasing customer participation. Along side
with the model, some supporting flows where proposed to enhance the model ability,
including, a dataflow model to control the flow of data in each phase, a workflow
model to describe the transaction between the model phase, and a role model to
govern the personnel participation and roles.
We believe that our model is capable of achieving its main goal, but in order to give a
realistic assessment of the effectiveness of the proposed software development life
cycle, the model must be adopted by software engineers and project managers in the
field, to verify its ability on the ground.
Yazan Al-Masa’fah
Supervisor: Prof. Ali Meligy
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ﺍﻟﻤﻠﺨﹶﺹ
ﺘﹸﻌﺩ ﻋﻤﻠﻴﺔ ﺇﻨﺘﺎﺝ ﺍﻟﺒﺭﻤﺠﻴﺎﺕ ﻭﺍﺤﺩﺓﹰ ﻤﻥ ﺃﻜﺒﺭ ﺍﻟﺼﻨﺎﻋﺎﺕ ﻓﻲ ﺍﻟﻘﺭﻥ ﺍﻟﺤﺎﺩﻱ ﻭﺍﻟﻌﺸﺭﻴﻥ ,ﻭﺃﻱ
ﺩﺭﺍﺴﺔ ﺘﺅﺩﻱ ﺇﻟﻰ ﺯﻴﺎﺩﺓ ﻓﻌﺎﻟﻴﺔ ﻫﺫﻩ ﺍﻟﺼﻨﺎﻋ ﺔ ﻴﻤﻜﻥ ﺃﻥ ﺘﺘﺭﻙ ﺃﺜﺭﺍﹰ ﻫﺎﺌﻼﹰ ﻋﻠﻰ ﺜﻭﺭﺓ ﺍﻟﻌﺎﻟﻡ
ﺍﻟﺘﻜﻨﻭﻟﻭﺠﻴﺔ.
ﺇﻥ ﺍﻟﻬﺩﻑ ﺍﻟﺭﺌﻴﺱ ﻟﻌﻤﻠﻴﺔ ﺇﻨﺘﺎﺝ ﺍﻟﺒﺭﻤﺠﻴﺎﺕ ﻫﻭ ﺩﻋﻡ ﺍﻷﻫﺩﺍﻑ ﺍﻟﺘﺠﺎﺭﻴﺔ ﻟﻠﻤﺴﺘﺨﺩﻤﻴﻥ ﻜلٌ ﻓﻲ
ﺤﻘﻠﻪ .ﻭﻋﻠﻴﻪ ,ﺘﻘﺩﻡ ﻫﺫﻩ ﺍﻟﺩﺭﺍﺴﺔ ﺃﻨﻤﻭﺫﺝ ﻨﻅﺎﻡ ﺒﺭﻤﺠﻲ ,ﻤﻭﺠﻪ ﻟﺯﻴﺎﺩﺓ ﺘﻔﺎﻋل ﺍﻟﻤﺴﺘﺨﺩﻡ ﻤﻊ ﻜل
ﻤﺭﺤﻠﺔ ﻤﻥ ﺩﻭﺭﺓ ﺤﻴﺎﺓ ﺍﻟﻨﻅﺎﻡ ﺍﻟﺒﺭﻤﺠﻲ ,ﻤﻨﺫ ﺍﻨﻁﻼﻗﺔ ﺍﻟﻤﺸﺭﻭﻉ ﻭ ﺤﺘﻰ ﻨﻬﺎﻴﺘﻪ ,ﻭ ﺍﻟﺫﻱ ﺴﻴﺅﺩﻱ
–ﻜﻤﺎ ﻴﺅﻤل -ﺇﻟﻰ ﺇﺭﻀﺎﺀ ﺍﻟﻤﺴﺘﺨﺩﻡ ﻭ ﺘﺤﺴﻴﻥ ﻨﻭﻋﻴﺔ ﺍﻟﺒﺭﻤﺠﻴﺔ ﺍﻟﻤﺴﻠﹶﻤﺔ.
ﺇﻥ ﺍﻟﻬﺩﻑ ﻤﻥ ﻫﺫﻩ ﺍﻟﺭﺴﺎﻟﺔ ﻫﻭ ﺘﻁﻭﻴﺭ ﺩﻭﺭﺓ ﺤﻴﺎﺓ ﺒﺭﻤﺠﻴﺔ ﺘﻘﻭﻡ ﺒﺈﻗﺤﺎﻡ ﺍﻟﻤﺴﺘﺨﺩﻡ ﺒﺎﺴﺘﻤﺭﺍﺭ
ﻭﺒﻔﻌﺎﻟﻴﺔ ﻓﻲ ﺍﻟﻤﺸﺎﺭﻴﻊ .ﻟﺫﻟﻙ ﻗﻤﻨﺎ ﺒﻤﻨﺎﻗﺸﺔ ﺒﻌﺽ ﺍﻟﻤﻨﻬﺠﻴﺎﺕ ﺍﻟﻤﺴﺘﺨﺩﻤﺔ ﺤﺎﻟﻴﺎ ,ﺒﻬﺩﻑ ﺇﻴﺠﺎﺩ
ﺒﻌﺽ ﺍﻟﻔﻌﺎﻟﻴﺎﺕ ﺍﻟﺘﻲ ﺃﺜﺒﺘﺕ ﺍﻟﻜﻔﺎﺌﺔ ﻓﻴﻤﺎ ﻴﺘﻌﻠﻕ ﺒﺘﻔﻌﻴل ﺩﻭﺭ ﺍﻟﻤﺴﺘﺨﺩﻡ ﻓﻲ ﺍﻟﻤﺸﺎﺭﻴﻊ.
ﻭﺍﺴﺘﻌﺭﻀﺕ ﺍﻟﺭﺴﺎﻟﺔ ﺩﻭﺭ ﺍﻟﻤﺴﺘﺨﺩﻡ ﻓﻲ ﻜل ﺍﻟﻤﺭﺍﺤل ﺍﻟﺭﺌﻴﺴﺔ ﻓﻲ ﻋﻤﻠﻴﺔ ﺘﻁﻭﻴﺭ ﺍﻟﺒﺭﻤﺠﻴﺎﺕ
ﻭﺒﻴﻨﺕ ﺃﻫﻤﻴﺔ ﺍﻟﻤﺸﺎﺭﻜﺔ ﺍﻟﻔﻌﺎﻟﺔ ﻟﻠﻤﺴﺘﺨﺩﻡ ﻓﻲ ﺘﻁﻭﻴﺭ ﺍﻟﺒﺭﻤﺠﻴﺔ.
ﻗﺩﻤﻨﺎ ﻤﻥ ﺨﻼل ﻫﺫﻩ ﺍﻟﺩﺭﺍﺴﺔ ﺃﻨﻤﻭﺫﺠﺎﹰ ﻤﻥ ﺨﻤﺴﺔ ﻤﺭﺍﺤلٍ ﺒﻬﺩﻑ ﺍﻟﺤﺼﻭلِ ﻋﻠﻰ ﺩﻭﺭﺓ ﺤﻴﺎﺓ
ﻤﻜﺘﻤﻠﺔ ﻭﻤﻭﺠﻬﺔ ﻟﺯﻴﺎﺩﺓ ﺩﻭﺭ ﺍﻟﻤﺴﺘﺨﺩﻡ  .ﺒﺎﻹﻀﺎﻓﺔ ﻟﺫﻟﻙ ,ﺘﻡ ﻋﺭﺽ ﺒﻌﺽ ﺍﻟﺘﺩﻓﻘﺎﺕ ﺍﻟﻤﺴﺎﻨﺩﺓ
ﻟﺘﺤﺴﻴﻥ ﻗﺩﺭﺓ ﺍﻷﻨﻤﻭﺫﺝ ,ﻤﻥ ﻀﻤﻨﻬﺎ ,ﺃﻨﻤﻭﺫﺝ ﻟﺘﺩﻓﻕ ﺍﻟﻤﻌﻠﻭﻤﺎﺕ ﻟﺘﻨﻅﻴﻡ ﺁﻟﻴﺔ ﺇﻨﺘﻘﺎلِ ﺍﻟﻤﻌﻠﻭﻤﺎﺕ ﻓﻲ
ﻜل ﻤﺭﺤﻠﺔ ,ﻭﺃﻨﻤﻭﺫﺝ ﻋﻤلٍ ﻟﺘﻭﻀﻴﺢ ﻜﻴﻔﻴﺔ ﺍﻹﻨﺘﻘﺎل ﻤﻥ ﻤﺭﺤﻠﺔ ﻷُﺨﺭﻯ ,ﺒﺎﻹﻀﺎﻓﺔ ﻷﻨﻤﻭﺫﺝ
ﻟﻸﺩﻭﺍﺭ ﻹﺩﺍﺭﺓ ﻋﻤل ﺍﻷﻁﺭﺍﻑ ﺍﻟﻤﺴﺘﺨﺩﻤﺔ ﻭﺘﻭﻀﻴﺢ ﺃﺩﻭﺍﺭﻫﺎ.
ﻨﺤﻥ ﻨﻌﺘﻘﺩ ﺃﻥ ﺍﻷﻨﻤﻭﺫﺝ ﺍﻟﻤﻁﻭﺭ ﻗﺎﺩﺭ ﻋﻠﻰ ﺘﺤﻘﻴﻕ ﺍﻷﻫﺩﺍﻑ ﺍﻟﺘﻲ ﺃﻭﺠﺩ ﻤﻥ ﺃﺠﻠﻬﺎ ,ﻭﻟﻜﻥ ﻤﻥ
ﺃﺠل ﺘﻭﻓﻴﺭ ﺘﻘﻴﻴﻡ ﻤﻭﻀﻭﻋﻲ ﻟﻔﻌﺎﻟﻴﺔ ﺩﻭﺭﺓ ﺍﻟﺤﻴﺎﺓ ﺍﻟﺒﺭﻤﺠﻴﺔ ﻫﺫﻩ ,ﻴﺠﺏ ﺍﻥ ﻴﺘﻡ ﺘﺒﻨﻲ ﺍﻷﻨﻤﻭﺫﺝ ﻤﻥ
ﻤﻬﻨﺩﺴﻲ ﺍﻟﺒﺭﻤﺠﻴﺎﺕ ﻭﻤﺩﺭﺍﺀ ﺍﻟﻤﺸﺎﺭﻴﻊ ﺍﻟﻌﺎﻤﻠﻴﻥ ﻓﻲ ﻫﺫﺍ ﺍﻟﺤﻘل ,ﻭﺫﻟﻙ ﻟﻘﻴﺎﺱ ﻗﺩﺭﺓ ﺍﻷﻨﻤﻭﺫﺝ
ﻋﻠﻰ ﺃﺭﺽ ﺍﻟﻭﺍﻗﻊ.
ﻴﺯﻥ ﺍﻟﻤﺴﺎﻋﻔﺔ
ﺇﺸﺭﺍﻑ :ﺃ.ﺩ .ﻋﻠﻲ ﻤﻠﻴﺠﻲ
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Chapter 1
Introduction
Computer Software has become a driving force. It is a tool that drives business
decision making. It serves as the basis for modern scientific investigation and
engineering problem solving. It is a key factor that differentiates modern products and
services. Software is embedded in systems of all kinds: transportation, medical,
telecommunications, military, industrial process, entertainment, office products and
the list almost go endless. Software is virtually inescapable in a modern world. It is
the driver for new advances in everything from elementary education to genetic
engineering.
In essence, software affects nearly every aspect of our lives either directly or
indirectly. As long as software continues to be intricately linked to commerce and
culture the need for software engineering will exists.
1.1

Software Engineering

The field of software engineering (SE) can intuitively be described as the combination
of techniques from both the engineering discipline and all aspects of software
production. This includes all of the development stages from system specification to
maintenance and possibly retirement. Alternatively, it may be defined as the
“establishment and use of sound engineering principles in order to obtain
economically software that is reliable and works efficiently on real machines.”
(Pollice 2005)
Computer software can then be defined as the product that software engineers design
and build. It includes the executable programs, documentation (both electronic and
hard copy). In addition, it may also include data in the form of numbers and text, or
even pictorial and multimedia formats. While Engineering stands for the analysis,
design, construction, verification and management of technical (or social) entities.
In the early years of software development programs were relatively small as they
were designed to perform a specific function that was often limited in scope and tied
to a given platform. However over the last fifty years there has been a dramatic
advancement in the technology sector leading to improvements in hardware
performance and profound changes in computing architectures. These advances along
with the vast increase in memory and storage capacities have all combined to produce
complex computer-based systems that are capable of providing information in a wide
variety of formats.
The introduction of third-generation computer hardware initially led to what is termed
the ‘‘software crisis’’. Basically, the dramatic increase in computer power made
seemingly unrealistic computer applications a feasible proposition, marking the
genesis of the era where software products that were magnitudes of order more
complex than their predecessors. This increased sophistication carried with it the
inherent possibility of hefty problems for a single programmer.
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Inexperience with creating software on this scale often led to informal approaches
being adopted which resulted in software that was over budget, delivered late,
unreliable as well as difficult to operate and maintain.
An increasing importance was placed on the programmer’s ability to answer questions
like, why does it take so long to get software finished? Why are the development costs
so high? Why can not we find all the error before the software is released? And why
is there difficulty in measuring progress as the software is being developed?
As with any entity carrying possible financial benefits, whether the profit generating
or loss limiting, software production needed to be optimized. Typically, a team of
software specialists is employed to tackle the complexity issue. However, as the scope
is often large and intricate a structured approach is required and a standard must also
be maintained so that, for example, in the event of any staffing changes, continuity
would not be severely affected. The control, organization and stability offered by a
structured approach are crucial for the successful development a good software
product.
Software engineering -in principle- is concerned with four main parts:
· The customer: The individual or organization for which the product is
developed.
· The supplier: The individual(s) or organization(s) responsible for the
production of the required software.
· The user: The person(s) who use the software.
· Software development: Covers all aspects of software production before the
product enters the maintenance phase.
1.2

Software Engineers Role

Software engineering is often described as a layered technology where the emphasis
placed on quality. The foundation of SE includes a process, management, technical
methods and tools. In essence, the process establishes (http://En.Wikipedia.Org/):
· The framework for management control of the software project.
· The mechanism by which scheduling is maintained and quality is ensured
· The proper management of change
· The context in which technical methods are applied
· The appropriate tools for a project
Methods provide the technical information on stages required to successfully build the
software product. This ranges from the embryonic stages of development to the
maintenance stages. Depending on the given stage, models and various other forms of
documentation are required.
Tools -on the other hand- provide automated or semi-automated support for the
process and methods. The software engineer should have a global view of the
production procedure. That is he should be aware of:
· The problem to be solved
· The complete objective of the final product
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The means by which the final product will be built and the tools required strategy
The design, testing and maintenance considerations
Main Software Process Models

The software process model maybe defined as a simplified description of a software
process, presented from a particular perspective (Somerville 2004). In essence, each
stage of the software process is identified and a model is then employed to represent
the inherent activities associated within that stage. Consequently, a collection of
‘local’ models may be utilized in generating the global picture representative of the
software process. Examples of models include the workflow model, the data-flow
model, and the role model (http://En.Wikipedia.Org/).
·
·

·

The workflow model: shows the sequence of activities in the process along
with their inputs, outputs and dependencies. The activities in the model
represent human actions.
The dataflow model: represents the process as a set of activities each of which
carries out some data transformation. It shows how the input to the process
such as specification is transformed to an output such as design. The activities
here maybe lower than in a workflow model. They may represent
transformations carries out by people or computers.
The role model: represents the roles of people involved in the software process
and the activities for which they are responsible.

In the early days of software revolution, software were produced following a “very
simple” model called Build-and-Fix model, shown in figure 1. In this model, the
product is built without proper specifications and design steps. Essentially, the
product is built and modified as many times as possible until it satisfies the customer.
The cost of using this approach is greater than if specifications are drawn up and a
design is carefully developed. Software engineers are strongly discouraged from using
this development approach since it is the worst model for developing a project.

Figure 1: Build-And-Fix model

The traditional generic software process models that effectively demonstrate the
different approaches to software development are:
· Waterfall Model
· Rapid Application Development (RAD) Model
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Prototyping (Evolutionary) Model
Incremental Model
Spiral Model
Formal Systems Development Model
Agile development
Component-Based Development.
The Waterfall Model

The waterfall model derives its name due to the cascading effect from one phase to
the other as is illustrated in figure 2. In this model each phase has well defined
starting and ending point, with identifiable deliveries to the next phase.

Figure 2: The waterfall model (Somerville 2004)

The model consists of five distinct stages, namely (Somerville 2004):
1. The requirements definition phase:
a. The problem is specified along with the desired service objectives
(goals).
b. The constraints are identified.
c. System specification document is produced from the detailed
definitions of (a) and (b). This document should clearly define the
product function.
2. In the system and software design phase, the system specifications are
translated into a software representation. The software engineer at this stage is
concerned with:
a. Data structure
b. Software architecture
c. Algorithmic detail and
d. Interface representations
e. The hardware requirements
f. The overall system architecture.
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By the end of this stage the software engineer should be able to identify the
relationship between the hardware, software and the associated interfaces. Any faults
in the specification should ideally not be passed down stream.
3. In the implementation and testing phase stage the designs are translated into
the software domain
a. Detailed documentation from the design phase can significantly reduce
the coding effort.
b. Testing at this stage focuses on making sure that any errors are
identified and that the software meets its required specification.
4. In the integration and system testing phase all the program units are integrated
and tested to ensure that the complete system meets the software requirements.
After this stage the software is delivered to the customer – i.e. the software
product is delivered to the customer for acceptance testing.
5. The maintenance phase the usually the longest stage of the software. In this
phase the software is updated to:
a. Meet the changing customer needs
b. Adapted to accommodate changes in the external environment
c. Correct errors and oversights previously undetected in the testing
phases
d. Enhancing the efficiency of the software
The feed back loops in the model allow for corrections to be incorporated into the
model. For example a problem/update in the design phase requires a revisit to the
specifications phase. When changes are made at any phase, the relevant
documentation should be updated to reflect that change.
The main Advantages of the waterfall model are:
· Testing is inherent to every phase of the waterfall model
· It is an enforced disciplined approach
· It is documentation driven, that is, documentation is produced at every stage
The waterfall model is the oldest and the most widely used paradigm.
However, many projects rarely follow its sequential flow. This is due to the inherent
problems associated with its rigid format. Namely:
· It only incorporates iteration indirectly, thus changes may cause considerable
confusion as the project progresses.
· As The customer usually only has a vague idea of exactly what is required
from the software product, this model has difficulty accommodating the
natural uncertainty that exists at the beginning of the project.
· The customer only sees a working version of the product after it has been
coded. This may result in disaster if any undetected problems are precipitated
to this stage.
1.3.2

Rapid Application Development Model

Rapid Application Development (RAD) is an incremental software development
process model that emphasizes a very short development cycle. The RAD model,
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shown in figure 3, is a high-speed adaptation of the waterfall model, where the result
of each cycle provides a fully functional system (Somerville 2004).
· The processes of specification, design and implementation are concurrent.
There is no detailed specification and design documentation is minimized.
· The system is developed in a series of increments. End users evaluate each
increment and make proposals for later increments.
· System user interfaces are usually developed using an interactive development
system.

Figure 3: Rapid application development model (Somerville 2004)

The main Advantages of RAD include:
· Accelerated delivery of customer services. Each increment delivers the highest
priority functionality to the customer.
· User engagement with the system. Users have to be involved in the
development which means the system is more likely to meet their
requirements and the users are more committed to the system.
On the other hand RAD faces many problems such as,
· Management problems: Progress can be hard to judge and problems hard to
find because there is no documentation to demonstrate what has been done.
· Contractual problems: The normal contract may include a specification;
without a specification, different forms of contract have to be used.
· Validation problems: Without a specification, what is the system being tested
against?
· Maintenance problems: Continual change tends to corrupt software structure
making it more expensive to change and evolve to meet new requirements.
If a business application can be modularized so that each major function can be
completed within the development cycle then it is a candidate for the RAD model. In
this case, each team can be assigned a model, which is then integrated to form the
whole product.
Disadvantages of RAD contain:
· For large -but scalable- projects, RAD requires sufficient resources to create
the right number of RAD teams.
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RAD projects will fail if there is no commitment by the developers or the
customers to rapid activities necessary to get a system complete in a much
abbreviated time frame.
If a system cannot be properly modularized, building components for RAD
will be problematic
RAD is not appropriate when technical risks are high, e.g. this occurs when a
new application makes heavy use of new technology.
Evolutionary Development (The Prototyping Model)

In many instances the customer only has a general view of what is expected from the
software product. In such a scenario where there is an absence of detailed information
regarding the input to the system, the processing needs and the output requirements,
the prototyping model may be employed.
This model –shown in figure 4 (http://www.cs.odu.edu)- reflects an attempt to
increase the flexibility of the development process by allowing the customer to
interact and experiment with a working representation of the product. The
developmental process only continues once the customer is satisfied with the
functioning of the prototype. At that stage the developer determines the specifications
of the customer’s real needs.
There are two well-known approaches in this model. Throw-away prototyping uses
the prototype as a means of quickly determining the needs of the customer; it is
discarded once the specifications have been agreed on. The emphasis of the prototype
is on representing those aspects of the software that will be visible to the
customer/user. Thus it does not matter if the prototype hardly works.

Figure 4: Evolutionary development model (Somerville 2004)

Alternatively, exploratory development uses the prototype as the specifications for the
design phase. The advantage of this approach is speed and accuracy, as not time is
spent on drawing up written specifications. The inherent difficulties associated with
that phase (i.e. incompleteness, contradictions and ambiguities) are then avoided. The
main objective is to work with customers and to evolve a final system from an initial
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outline specification. It should start with well-understood requirements and add new
features as proposed by the customer.
The main disadvantages of evolutionary development are:
· Customers often expect that a few minor changes to the prototype will be
more sufficient to their needs. They fail to realize that no consideration was
given to the overall quality of the software in the rush to develop the
prototype.
· The developers may lose focus on the real purpose of the prototype and
compromise the quality of the product. For example, they may employ some
of the inefficient algorithms or inappropriate programming languages used in
developing the prototype. This mainly due to laziness and an over reliance on
familiarity with seemingly easier methods.
· A prototype will hardly be acceptable in court if the customer does not agree
that the developer has discharged his obligations. For this reason using the
prototype as the software specification is normally reserved for software
development within an organization.
To avoid the above problems the developer and the customer should both establish a
protocol, which indicates the deliverables to the customer as well as the contractual
obligations.
1.3.4

The Incremental Model

The Incremental Model (IM), illustrated in figure 5, derives its name from the way in
which the software is built. More specifically, the model is designed, implemented
and tested as a series of incremental builds until the product is finished. A build
consists of pieces of code from various modules that interact together to provide a
specific function.
At each stage of the IM a new build is coded and then integrated into the structure,
which is tested as a whole. Note that the product is only defined as finished when it
satisfies all of its requirements.

Figure 5: Incremental model (Somerville 2004)

This model combines the elements of the waterfall model with the iterative
philosophy of prototyping. However, unlike prototyping the IM focuses on the
delivery of an operational product at the end of each increment.
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The first increment is usually the core product which addresses the basic requirements
of the system. This maybe either be used by the customer or subjected to detailed
review to develop a plan for the next increment. This plan addresses the modification
of the core product to better meet the needs of the customer, and the delivery of
additionally functionality. More specifically, at each stage:
· The customer assigns a value to each build not yet implemented
· The developer estimates cost of developing each build
· The resulting value-to-cost ratio is the criterion used for selecting which build
is delivered next
Essentially the build with the highest value-to-cost ratio is the one that provides the
customer with the most functionality (value) for the least cost. Using this method the
customer has a usable product at all of the development stages.
However, if the incremental model is inappropriate or misused, it has the following
disadvantages:
· Fielding of initial increments may destabilize later increments through
unplanned levels of user change requests.
· If requirements are not as stable or complete as thought earlier, increments
might be withdrawn from service, reworked, and re-released.
·

Managing the resulting cost, schedule, and configuration complexity may
exceed the capabilities of the organization.

·
·

Each phase of an iteration is rigid and do not overlap each other.
Problems may arise pertaining to system architecture because not all
requirements are gathered up front for the entire software life cycle.

1.3.5

The Spiral Model

Our understanding of the spiral model is illustrated in figure 6. The spiral model
combines the iterative nature of prototyping with the controlled and systematic
aspects of the waterfall model, therein providing the potential for rapid development
of incremental versions of the software. In this model the software is developed in a
series of incremental releases with the early stages being either paper models or
prototypes. Later iterations become increasingly more complete versions of the
product.
The model is divided into a number of task regions. These regions are:
1. Objective setting: Specific objectives for the phase are identified.
2. Risk assessment and reduction: Risks are assessed and activities put in place to
reduce the key risks.
3. Development and validation: A development model for the system is chosen
which can be any of the generic models.
4. Planning: The project is reviewed and the next phase of the spiral is planned.
The cycling process begins at the centre position and moves in a clockwise direction.
Each traversal of the spiral typically results in a deliverable. For example, the first and
second spiral traversals may result in the production of a product specification and a
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prototype, respectively. Subsequent traversals may then produce more sophisticated
versions of the software.

Figure 6: The spiral model

An important distinction between the spiral model and other software models is the
explicit consideration of risk. There are no fixed phases such as specification or
design phases in the model and it encompasses other process models. For example,
prototyping may be used in one spiral to resolve requirement uncertainties and hence
reduce risks. This may then be followed by a conventional waterfall development. It
is important to note that:
· Each passage through the planning stage results in an adjustment to the project
plan (e.g. cost and schedule are adjusted based on the feedback from the
customer, project manager may adjust the number of iterations required to
complete the software….)
· Each of the regions is populated by a set of work tasks called a task set that are
adapted to characteristics of the project to be undertaken. For small projects
the number of tasks and their formality is low. Conversely, for large projects
the reverse is true.
Advantages of the spiral model include:
· The spiral model is a realistic approach to the development of large-scale
software products because the software evolves as the process progresses. In
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addition, the developer and the customer better understand and react to risks at
each evolutionary level.
The model uses prototyping as a risk reduction mechanism and allows for the
development of prototypes at any stage of the evolutionary development.
It maintains a systematic stepwise approach, like the classic life cycle model,
but incorporates it into an iterative framework that more reflect the real world.
If employed correctly, this model should reduce risks before they become
problematic, as consideration of technical risks are considered at all stages.

While some of its disadvantages are:
· Demands considerable risk-assessment expertise
· It has not been employed as much proven models and hence may prove
difficult to ‘sell’ to the customer, especially where a contract is involved, that
this model is controllable and efficient.
1.3.6

Formal Systems Development Model

The formal systems development model, shown below in figure 7, utilizes a
development process that is based on formal mathematical transformation of system
models to executable programs. Similar to the waterfall model, the formal approach
has clearly defined cascading phase boundaries. The critical distinctions between the
two models are:
· The software requirements and specification phases are refined into a detailed
formal specification, which is expressed mathematically.
· The design, implementation and unit testing are replaced by a single formal
transformation phase as illustrated in figure 8.

Figure 7: Formal system development model (Somerville 2004)

During the formal transformation process -shown in figure 8- the mathematical
representation of the specifications is systematically refined. More specifically, at
each transformation stage (Tx, x = 1, 2,…n) more detail is added to produce a refined
specification (Rx, x = 1, 2,…n) until the formal specification is converted into the
equivalent program.
Each transformation is made should be sufficiently close to avoid excessive
verification efforts and reduce the possibility of transformation errors. In the absence
of such errors the program would represent the true implementation of the
specifications.
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Figure 8: Formal transformation (Somerville 2004)

The formal systems development model is typically employed when developing
systems that require strict safety, reliability and security requirements. However, the
expertise required for the mathematical notations used for the formal specifications
adds to the system development effort and cost making this model impractical for the
development of other systems. Especially as there are no significant quality or cost
advantages over other approaches.
1.3.7

Agile Development Methods

Agile methods are a set of development processes intended to create software in a
lighter, faster, more people-centric way. Among these methods are extreme
programming, scrum, dynamic systems development method, adaptive software
development, and feature driven development. These methods:
· Focus on the code rather than the design.
· Are based on an iterative approach to software development.
· Are intended to deliver working software quickly and evolve this quickly to
meet changing requirements.
Agile methods are probably best suited to small/medium-sized business systems or
personal computer products. The basic principles of agile development are shown in
figure 9.

Figure 9: Agile development basic principles (Somerville 2004)
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The most obvious disadvantages of agile development methods are:
· It can be difficult to keep the interest of customers who are involved in the
process.
· Team members may be unsuited to the intense involvement that characterizes
agile methods.
· Prioritizing changes can be difficult where there are multiple stakeholders.
· Maintaining simplicity requires extra work.
· Contracts may be a problem as with other approaches to iterative
development.
One of the open questions about agile methods is where the boundary conditions lie.
One of the problems with any new technique is that the developer is not really aware
of where the boundary conditions until they cross over them and fail. Agile methods
are still too young to see enough action to get a sense of where the boundaries are.
This is further compounded by the fact that it's so hard to decide what success and
failure mean in software development, as well as too many varying factors to easily
pin down the source of problems (Fowler 2005).
1.3.8

Component-Based Development

Component-Based Development (CBD) is a branch of the software engineering
discipline, with emphasis on decomposition of the engineered systems into functional
or logical components with well-defined interfaces used for communication across the
components.
Recently, software component technology, which is based on building software
systems from reusable components, has attracted attention because it is capable of
reducing developmental costs. In a narrow sense, a software component is defined as
a unit of composition, and can be independently exchanged in the form of an object
code without source codes. The internal structure of the component is not available to
the public.
The characteristics of the component-based development are the following:
· Black-box reuse
· Reactive-control and component's granularity
· Using RAD tools
· Contractually specified interfaces
· Introspection mechanism provided by the component systems
· Software component market (CALS)
Software components often take the form of objects or collections of objects (from
object-oriented programming), in some binary or textual form, adhering to some
interface description language (IDL) so that the component may exist autonomously
from other components in a computer.

Figure 10: Component-Based development process
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The Problem Definition

1.4.1

Statement of The Problem

The goal of any software development supplier is to satisfy customer needs in the
shortest time and with a minimal implementation cost, which will lead to higher short
and long term profit.
The main problem is that customers change their requirement too often and the
supplier understanding of a customer requirement is not always right, which makes
the product loops into iterations until it reaches a certain level that satisfy most of the
customer needs. These iterations will lengthen the implementation time, and hence
increase its cost, as well as, reducing customer and supplier profit.
This thesis is aiming to solve these problems by developing a new software life cycle
that enhances the customer involvement in the process, and thus reducing the main
effects that slow the software development process, and add to its cost.
If the customer is well involved in the software development process, he will have a
clear understanding of the effect of any change in the requirements, and hence, he will
make every effort to stop this change, or understand the reasons of delay in delivery
due to this change. This will eventually lead to reduce unnecessary change of
requirements from the customer side.
An onsite customer involvement in software development can enhance the speed of
explaining requirements to the developers, as well as, detecting any misunderstood
requirements and correct them. Thus, avoiding supplier misunderstanding of customer
requirements.
To reduce the effect of iterations, the thesis aims to develop a model that handles the
requirements in a modular fashion, where each individual or group of requirement is
handled as a single module. These modules will then be developed, tested and
combined together to form the final product. This will be governed by the customer
and the supplier, as they will validate each requirement, selects the requirements to be
developed, and test each individual requirement along side with testing the final
product.
1.4.2
·
·
·
·

Goals
Introducing a software development model that aims to increase customer
involvement in each phase of the software development lifecycles, from
project initiation to completion.
Producing a model that focuses on involving the customer in the project
management activities.
Developing a model that leads to deliver software solutions that enhances
customer satisfaction in addition to improving software quality and
productivity.
Combining the existing software methodologies that proved to be successful such as extreme programming (Gray 2006); and organize them in a manner
that will lead to enhance the whole software development life cycle.
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Building a model that handles the customer requirements in a modular fashion,
where each individual or group of requirement is handled as a single module.
Why This Topic?
Any study that leads to increasing the efficiency of software production
industry could have tremendous effect on the world technology revolution
(IMF World Economy Forecast Report 2002).
Develop a software development processes that are adequate to fulfill the
demand on software applications of greater size and complexity.
Many researches have shown that customer involvement in the software
process is crucial to achieving the required functionality. Engaging customers
early and often on the software process will certainly improve project success
probability (Standish Group 1995).
Some of development organizations do not consult the customer, but instead
isolate the choice of features to their business analyst or product marketing
teams, which is usually the reason for the failure of projects (IBM Corporation
2005).
Methodology

In order to develop a software development life cycle that satisfies the main
objectives of this thesis, we will start by looking for the existing software
methodologies that proved to be successful in terms of customer participation.
Next, we will start building our model from designing the main architecture and
defining the phases and identifying the key activates in each of this phases; then we
will go down to develop processes that the make the model running including a
dataflow model, a workflow model and a role model. We will thin define the main
documents that should be generated through and as a result of the project.
Finally, an evaluation as well as a measure of the model will be carried out to
conclude our study.
1.4.5

The Model Initial Assumptions and Expected Results

The proposed model aims to enhance the customer contribution to the development
process, as well as trying to increase the customer side participation in project
management activities. The following are initially assumed:
· The supplier participation in the development process is more than the
customer.
· The leading role in the process should be in the hand of supplier.
· Overall management of the project is led by the supplier; customer
participation will be in some –but not all- of the project management
activities.
· The customer and supplier will take part in each phase of the software
lifecycle process.
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Our aim is to introduce a model that shows the communication methodology between
the customer and the supplier in each phase of the software development life cycle.
The model expected results include:
· The feasibility study will increase the customer and supplier interaction, in
order to identify the customer request, and to make sure if the idea is feasible
and can be satisfied using the exiting software and hardware technologies.
· Requirements elicitation and analysis is among the most communication-rich
processes of software development. The model will engage different
stakeholders, from both the customer and the developer sides, who need to
intensively communicate and collaborate.
· The requirement validation phase will attempt to increase confidence that a
given requirement corresponds to the end-customer’s desires, it is concerned
with showing that the requirements define the requested system with no
conflicts, contradiction, errors and omissions.
· Increase the direct contact between the developer and the customer in the
development phase.
· Define the software verification and validation activities in a software
verification and validation plan (SVVP). Customers, managers and developers
all need to assure that the software does what it is supposed to do.
· Define the communication channel during the Acceptance test plan between
the customer and the supplier.
· Define the project management activities that the customer can participate in.
Among these activities are:
- Schedule/Time management
- Cost Management
- Quality Management
- Human Resource Management
- Contract/Procurement Management
- Communications Management
- Scope Management
- Risk Management
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Chapter 2
Literature Review and Related Work
The proposed software engineering life cycle will use some of the utilities and
methods that are used in other software engineering models and proved to be
successful. We organized them in a manner that will enhance the efficiency of the
proposed model. The model relies on the ideas provided by the below studies as a
guide for its development.
2.1

Agile Methods

In the past few years there's been a blossoming of a new style of software
methodology - referred to as agile methods. Agile software development has strong
relation with the desired model since it focuses on customer participation as well as
individuals communication. Hence, Major agile development methodologies along
side with the recent studies on them, are described in detail in this section.
2.1.1

Extreme Programming

Extreme Programming (XP) promotes radical changes in how software development
organizations traditionally work (Talby et al. 2006). It has been evolved from the
problem caused by long development cycles of traditional development (Beck, K
1999a), based on practices that had been found effective in software development in
the past years. XP is a lightweight process that provides principles for guiding
projects and relies on the participants for its success (Gray 2006).
XP is characterized by pair programming (all production code is written by two
people at one computer), rapid development iterations and releases, on-site customer
involvement, a “test-first” approach to development, collective ownership of all code
and an open team room workspace. Unlike traditional software development
methodologies in which solo programmers can be found, team involvement is crucial
in Extreme Programming. Team members support each other, learn from each other
and feed creatively off each other.
Another difference between traditional software methodologies and XP is the style of
communication. While Traditional software development approaches are
characterized by paper communication: each development phase typically concludes
with the production of a document; XP –on the other hand- is based on human
communication, where it is important for software developers who employ the XP
techniques, to be able to keep each other informed, resolve issues as they arise,
interact productively with customers and generally communicate effectively (Johnson
2001). XP embraces both communication and feedback as interdependent process
values which are essential for projects to achieve successful results (Korkala, et al.
2006).
The life cycle consists of five phases shown in figure 11. The exploration phase in
which the customers define the requirement (stories) they want to be included in the
first release, at the same time, the project team familiarize themselves with the
technology to be used and the architecture possibilities by building a prototype of the
system.
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Figure 11: XP process (Abrahamson, et al. 2002)

The Iteration phase includes several iterations before the first release. The schedule
set in the planning phase is broken down into a number of iterations. The customer
decides the stories to be implemented in each iteration. At the end of the last iteration
the system is ready for production.
In the maintenance phase XP team must keep the product running along side with
building new iterations, this phase requires efforts also for the customer support tasks.
The XP team consists of programmer, customer, tester, tracker, coach, consultant and
manager. XP requires that customer has to be present and available full-time for the
team
2.1.2

Scrum

The idea of Scrum was presented in (Takeuchi, et al. 1986). Scrum concentrates on
how the team members should function in order to produce the flexibly in a constantly
changing environment (Takeuchi, et al. 1986). Scrum process includes three phases,
as shown in figure 12.
The pre-game phase is divided into two sub-phases, the panning and architecture
phase in which a product Backlog list is created that contains all the requirements that
are currently known. The requirements can originate from the customer or the
software developer. This Backlog is continuously updated based on the ongoing
iterations. The requirements are prioritized and their needed effort is estimated in this
phase.
The post-game phase contains the closure of the release, it is entered when the
customer and the supplier agrees that the requirements are completed, after this point,
no changes are allowed.
Roles in the Scrum are distributed between Scrum master, product owner, scrum
team, customer and management (Schwaber, et al. 2002). Customer participation is on
the tasks related to the Backlog items for the system being involved or enhanced. It
has been noted that Scrum teams with Scrum Masters seems to scale naturally
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especially where strong technical leadership is applied (British Broadcasting
Corporation 2007).

Figure 12: Scrum process (Abrahamson, et al. 2002)

2.1.3

Feature Driven Development

Feature Driven Development (FDD) was first reported by (Coad, et al. 2000), it does
not cover the entire software development process, but rather focuses on the design
and building phases (Palmer, et al. 2002). FDD consists of five sequential processes
and provides the methods, techniques and guidelines needed by the project
stakeholders to deliver the system.
The process begins with developing an over all model –as shown in figure 13- in
which a "walkthrough" is carried out by the domain experts to inform the chief
architect and the team members of the high-level description of the system. The
overall domain is further divided into sub-domains and development team works in
each domain to produce an object model, to construct an overall model for the system.

Figure 13: FDD process (Abrahamson, et al. 2002)

In the next phase, a feature list is constructed, in which, the development team
presents each of the customer valued function included in the system. The functions
are presented for each of the domain areas and for groups called feature list, which in
their turn, further divided into feature sets. The customer and the suppliers review the
feature list for their validity and completeness.
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The tasks and responsibilities are distributed between the project manager, chief
architect, development manager, chief programmer, class owner, domain expert,
domain manager, release manager, language lawyer, build engineer, toolsmith, system
administrator, tester, deployer and technical writer.
2.1.4

The Rational Unified Process

Rational unified process (RUP) is a well-known software engineering process that
provides a disciplined approach to assigning tasks and responsibilities within a
development organization (de Barros Paes, et. al. 2007).
The life span of RUP projects is divided into four phases, each spilt into iterations -as
shown in figure 14- that have the purpose of producing a demonstrable piece of
software.

Figure 14: RUP phases (Abrahamson, et al. 2002)

All the needs of every stakeholder is considered in the Inception phase, along side
with critical use cases to be used, the candidate architectures of the system, and the
schedule and cost of the entire project. (Abrahamson, et al. 2002).
The transition phase is entered when the product is mature enough to be released.
Based on the customer response some releases could be made to correct any problem
of finishing any postponed feature.
Among various workflows carried by RUP, Business modeling is performed to ensure
that the customer's needs are satisfied. By analyzing the customer's organization and
business process, a better understanding of the structure and of the business is gained.
2.1.5

Dynamic System Development Method

(Norton 2007) presents dynamic system development method (DSDM). DSDM
consists of five phases, as shown in figure 15. The feasibility study phase is mainly
concerned with the technical ability to build the required software, judging the
domain of the project as well as, deciding whether to use DSDM or not.
The business study involves workshops where a sufficient number of customer’s
experts are gathered to be able to consider all relevant aspects of the system including
the requirements and the effected business processes. Another two outputs are the
architecture definition and the prototyping plan.
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Figure 15: DSDM process (Abrahamson, et al. 2002)

The design and build iteration is where the system is mainly built; the output is tested
to make sure that the system satisfies the requirements. The final phase is the
implementation where the system is transferred to the customer environment.
Key responsibilities are assigned to the developers, technical coordinator, executive
sponsor and a visionary. A visionary is the customer participant who has the most
accurate perception of the business objective of the system and the project.
2.1.6

Adaptive Software Development

Adaptive software development (ASD) focuses on the problems in developing
complex, large systems. The method aims to provide a framework with enough
guidance to prevent projects from falling into disorder (Highsmith, J.A. 2000).
Figure 16 illustrates the adaptive software development life cycle, which contains
three main phases. The project initiation phase defines the cornerstones of the project,
and is begun by defining the project mission.

Figure 16: The ASD life cycle (Abrahamson, et al. 2002)

ASD is explicitly component oriented rather than task oriented. It focuses more on
results and there quality rather than the tasks and the process used for producing the
result. This is achieved in the collaborate phase, where several components may be
under concurrent development.
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Basis for the learning loop is gained from repeated quality reviews performed by the
customer group of experts called the customers focus- group, and is carried out using
joint application design sessions (workshops).
2.2

Joint Application Design

Joint application design (JAD) is a methodology that involves the customer or end
customer in the design and development of an application, through a succession of
collaborative workshops called JAD sessions. The JAD approach, in comparison with
the more traditional practice, is thought to lead to faster development times and
greater customer satisfaction, because the customer is involved throughout the
development process. In comparison, in the traditional approach to systems
development, the developer investigates the system requirements and develops an
application, with customer input consisting of a series of interviews
(Http://Www.Bitpipe.Com/Tlist/Joint-Application-Development.Html).
JAD is used in the Systems Development Life Cycle to collect business requirements
while developing new information systems for a company. It consists of a workshop
where “knowledge workers and IT specialists meet, sometimes for several days, to
define and review the business requirements for the system (Haag, et al. 2006).” This
acts as “a management process which allows Corporate Information Services (IS)
departments to work more effectively with users in a shorter time frame (Jennerich
1990).
As shown in figure 17, JAD defines a set of steps for a successful requirement
collecting process using the workshops method, starting with Identifying project
objectives and limitations which is vital to have clear objectives for the workshop and
for the project as a whole. Then identify critical success factors for both the
development project and the business function being studied. As well as defining the
schedule of workshop activities along side with selecting the participants which are
the business users, the IS professionals, and the outside experts that will be needed for
a successful workshop.
The facilitator is responsible for preparing the workshop material before the
workshop; he also organizes workshop activities and exercises, and design workshop
exercises and activities to provide interim deliverables that build towards the final
output of the workshop.
Key participants in the workshops are the executive sponsor, project manager,
facilitator, Documentation Expert: Customers and Observers.
When properly used, JAD can result in a more accurate statement of system
requirements, a better understanding of common goals, and a stronger commitment to
the success of the new system. A drawback of JAD is that it opens up a lot of scope
for inter-personal conflict (Http://En.Wikipedia.Org/ ).
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Figure 17: JAD phases (Jennerich 1990)

2.3

The Modular-Model

The Modular-Model proposed In (Maheswar 2002), aims at reducing the uncertainty
and complexity of project by dividing the project into modules and each logical
module is viewed independently so that parallelism is achieved and thus improves
efficiency.
The model clearly defines the task of complete application including the customer and
it also incorporates iteration increment, which ensures that the application meets the
customer’s requirement by proper verification and validation, incorporates the
demand for faster delivery there-bye focuses on value and return on investment
(ROI).
Features like prototyping, modular-division, risk analysis and clearly defined tasks
enhance the capability of the model to achieve the planned target within the
prearranged limits of time, budget and scope. The Modular-Model for the software
development lifecycle basically divides the complete application into various modules
based on the customer’s requirements and specifications that are known using
prototyping phenomenon.
The model typically divides the whole processes into two segments, as shown in
figure 18.
· Customer/Programmer
· Developer/Testing.
To make the understanding better, the modular model has been further divided into
four quadrants:
· Developer Phase Involving Customer.
· Developer Phase Involving Programmer.
· Testing Phase Involving Programmer.
· Testing Phase Involving Customer.
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Figure 18: The Modular Model (Maheswar 2002),

2.4

The Behavior Tree

(Grunske et al. 2007) and (Itani and Logrippo 2005) uses an approach to create,
formalize and analyze behavior tree models used for checking the consistency,
completeness, and soundness of system requirements. (Dromey 2006) claims that
using behavior trees to represent software system behavior, can help making
significant gains in software development.
Behavior trees are defined by (Zheng and Dromey 2003) as a formal, tree-like
graphical form that represents behavior of individual or networks of entities which
realize or change states, make decisions, respond-to/cause events, and interact by
exchanging information and/or passing control.
The Behavior Tree Notation captures in a simple tree-like form of composed
component-states what usually needs to be expressed in a mix of other notations.
Behavior is expressed in terms of components realizing states, augmented by the logic
and graphic forms to capture behavior expressed in the natural language
representation of functional requirements as to provide an abstract graphical
representation of behavior expressed in a program. They provide a direct and clearly
traceable relationship between what is expressed in the natural language
representation and its formal Behavior Tree equivalent. The Behavior Tree method
allow the engineer to manage complexity and scale in the construction of a Behavior
Tree model which is ”built out of” its requirements (Powell 2007). Behavior trees key
elements notation is shown in figure 19. More detailed description is provided in
Appendix A.
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Figure 19: Behavior tree notation key elements (Powell 2007)

Figure 20 shows an example of how natural language is translated into a behavior tree
notation.

Figure 20: Translation of natural language to a behavior tree (Powell 2007)

(Behavior Tree Group 2007) describes the naming convention of a behavior tree as
shown in figure 21.
Notations like sequence diagrams, class and activity diagrams from UML, data-flow
diagrams, statecharts and Message Sequence Charts (MSCs), accommodate behavior
we find expressed in functional requirements and designs. Individually however, none
of these notations provide the level of constructive support and defect visibility we
need. behavior trees on the other end, provides a clear, simple, constructive and
systematic path for going from a set of functional requirements to a design that will
satisfy those requirements. And, in the process, it provides a representation in which
defects are much easier to define in precise, concrete and structural terms (Zheng and
Dromey 2003).
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Figure 21: Behavior trees naming convention (Behavior Tree Group 2007),

The complete behavior tree is constructed through two main steps during which,
defects in the requirements are captured. It begins with "Requirements Translation",
its purpose is to translate each natural language functional requirement, one at a time,
into one or more behavior trees called a requirements behavior tree (RBT).
Translation identifies the components (including actors and users), the states they
realize (including attribute assignments), the events and decisions/constraints that they
are associated with, the data components exchange, and the causal, logical and
temporal dependencies associated with component interactions.
As the translation is carried out on a requirement-by-requirement basis independent of
other requirements, this effort does not tax human short-term memory, regardless of
the scale and complexity of a specification.
Translation phase captures the five principal types of defects (Powell 2007):
· Aliases exist where different words are used to describe a particular entity,
state, action and event. Hence, it is necessary to maintain a vocabulary of
component names and a vocabulary of states associated with each component
to maximize the chances of detecting aliases.
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Ambiguities are detected where not enough context has been provided to
allow distinguishing among more than one possible interpretation of the
behavior described. Ambiguity is often a result of loose language in a
requirement.
Incompleteness can be identified during translation as missing, implied and/or
alternate behavior. The behavior tree method does not add any information to
a specification unless behavior is missing. These types of incompleteness
problems are often found during a walkthrough of the resulting model.
Inaccuracy is identified as incorrect causal, logical and temporal attribution.
Inaccurate atomic statements, usually specified values or ranges, may also be
inaccurate.
Inconsistency is detected during translation if a single requirement statement is
inconsistent within itself.

The next step is "Requirements Integration", where individual RBTs are integrated by
the precondition and interaction axioms. In practice, it most often involves locating
where the root node of one behavior tree occurs in the other tree, and grafting the two
trees together at that point. As for translation, integration can be performed without
regard for order, again facilitating the engineer’s ability to handle scale and
complexity by allowing concentration on just the requirements trees being integrated.
The outcome of this step is a design behavior tree (DBT) that represents the entire
system as defined by the specification being analyzed.
Many defects with requirements can be discovered only by creating an integrated
view, because examining requirements individually gives no clue that there is a
problem. The defects that are captured during this phase are (Powell 2007):
· Aliases are further detected during integration as requirements are integrated
in context. Often when one component is given two different names it
becomes apparent during integration.
· Ambiguities are often detected as incompleteness in contextual information
during integration. That is ambiguous statements make it difficult to properly
model preconditions, which in turn lead to an inability to integrate behavior.
· Incompleteness is usually associated with either incomplete pre and post
conditions making integration difficult or impossible, with incomplete sets of
events for triggering a behavior, or with incomplete sets of conditions.
· Inaccuracy defect detection is facilitated as behavior is placed in context.
· Inconsistency is detected during integration as a formal integration problem.
That is, attempting to integrate two or more inconsistent RBTs into the one
DBT would result in contradictory behavior. Inconsistency defects can be
model checked.
· Redundancy is also detectable as an integration problem. Redundancy is to be
considered a serious defect as it has an impact not only on understanding but
on change management.
2.5

Project Management

Project management has emerged as a strong discipline practiced by highly trained,
certified professionals as organizations have come to realize that they cannot stay in
business if they cannot manage their projects (Wessels 2007).
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The first challenge of project management is to make sure that a project is delivered
within defined constraints. The second, more ambitious challenge is the optimized
allocation and integration of inputs needed to meet pre-defined objectives. A project
is a carefully defined set of activities that use resources (money, people, materials,
energy, space, provisions, communication, etc.) to meet the pre-defined objectives.
Project management is the province and responsibility of an individual. This
individual seldom participates directly in the activities that produce the end result, but
rather strives to maintain the progress and productive mutual interaction of various
parties in such a way that overall risk of failure is reduced.
A project manager (PM) is often a customer representative –i.e. a supplier employee
that explain the customer perspectives- and has to determine and implement the exact
needs of the customer, based on knowledge of the firm he is representing. The ability
to adapt to the various internal procedures of the contracting party, and to form close
links with the nominated representatives, is essential in ensuring that the key issues of
cost, time, quality, and above all, customer satisfaction, can be realized.
Projects need to be performed and delivered under certain constraints. Traditionally,
these constraints have been listed as scope, time, and cost. These are also referred to
as the Project Management Triangle –shown in figure 22, where each side represents
a constraint. One side of the triangle cannot be changed without impacting the others.
A further refinement of the constraints separates product 'quality' or 'performance'
from scope, and turns quality into a fourth constraint. (Jenkins 2006)

Figure 22: The project management triangle

The time constraint refers to the amount of time available to complete a project. The
cost constraint refers to the budgeted amount available for the project. The scope
constraint refers to what must be done to produce the project's end result. These three
constraints are often competing constraints: increased scope typically means increased
time and increased cost, a tight time constraint could mean increased costs and
reduced scope, and a tight budget could mean increased time and reduced scope. The
discipline of project management is about providing the tools and techniques that
enable the project team to organize their work to meet these constraints.
Another approach to project management is to consider the three constraints as
finance, time and human resources. If a job need to finish in a shorter time, more
people can work on it, which in turn will raise the cost of the project, unless by doing
this task quicker we will reduce costs elsewhere in the project by an equal amount
(Kerzner 2006).
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Customers, on the other hand, can dictate the extent of three variables: time, cost, and
scope. The remaining variable "risk" is managed by the project team, ideally based on
solid estimation and response planning techniques. Through a negotiation process
among project stakeholders, an agreement defines the final objectives, in terms of
time, cost, scope, and risk, usually in the form of a project charter.
There are several approaches that can be taken to managing project activities
including agile, interactive, incremental, and phased approaches. Regardless of the
approach employed, careful consideration needs to be given to clarify surrounding
project objectives, goals, and importantly, the roles and responsibilities of all
participants and stakeholders (Augustine and Woodcock 2003).
2.6

Projects Documentation

One basic goal of software engineering is to produce the best possible working
software along with the best possible supporting documentation. Documentation in
this terminology refers to the system documentation generated during software
development life cycle -not end user manuals. Empirical data shows that software
documentation products and processes are key components of software quality (Cook
and Visconti 1994). This section will describe three of the main software documents.
2.6.1

The Project Charter

In project management, a project charter or project definition is a statement of the
scope, objectives and participants in a project. It provides a preliminary delineation of
roles and responsibilities, outlines the project objectives, identifies the main
stakeholders, and defines the authority of the project manager. It serves as a reference
of authority for the future of the project (Http://En.Wikipedia.Org/).
The project charter is usually a short document that refers to more detailed documents
such as a new offering request or a request for proposal. The project charter
establishes the authority assigned to the project manager. It is considered industry best
practice.
The purpose of the project charter is to document:
· Reasons for undertaking the project
· Objectives and constraints of the project
· Directions concerning the solution
· Identities of the main stakeholders
The project charter is a one-time announcement. It clearly establishes the project
manager's right to make decisions and lead the project. The intent of a project charter
is to give notice of the new project and new project manager and to demonstrate the
upper management support for the project and the project manager. It is also used by
the supplier to provide a broad direction for the project to the project manager. The
charter should precede the other project documents as it establishes the project
manager's authority which, in turn, is necessary to get the Stakeholder agreements
written. (State of North Dakota 2002).
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Project Charter outline should contain the following sections:
1. Project Title.
2. Background to the Project.
3. Aims and Objectives.
4. Criteria of Success.
5. Consequences of Failure.
6. Assumptions.
7. Constraints.
8. Risk Analysis.
9. Contingency plans.
10. Project Documentation.
11. Key Dates in the Project.
12. Project Control.
13. Key Project Personnel.
The charter can make or break a successful project. It can make it by specifying
necessary resources and boundaries that will in turn ensure success; it can break it by
reducing team focus, effectiveness and motivation.
2.6.2

The Feasibility Study

A feasibility study is an analysis of the viability of an idea. The feasibility study
focuses on helping answer the essential question of “should the customer proceed
with the proposed project idea?” All activities of the study are directed toward helping
answer this question.
Feasibility study is undertaken to determine and document a project's viability. The
term feasibility study is also used to refer to the resulting document. These results of
this study are used to make a decision whether to proceed with the project, or table it.
If it leads to a project being approved, it will - before the real work of the proposed
project starts - be used to ascertain the likelihood of the project's success (Wickham
2006).
A feasibility study should examine the Technical and organizational requirements of
the project, this includes plant and equipment issues, like the type of equipment and
technology that the business need to produce the product, the costs involved, the
potential suppliers of the equipment, and the time needed to acquire the equipment
and begin operations. It also includes managerial and organizational issues, as the
right structure for the business, the importance of finding fixed source of supply to the
success of the business, the needed qualifications to manage the system operations,
and the key staff positions that need to be filled with in the organization to support the
product operations.
Within a feasibility study, seven areas must be reviewed, including those of a Needs
Analysis, Economics, Technical, Schedule, Organizational, Cultural, and Legal
(Thompson 2005).
Conducting a feasibility study is a good business practice; it thoroughly examines all
of the issues and assessing the probability of business success (Hofstrand and HolzClause 2006).
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Software Requirements Specification

Software requirements specification (SRS) document is basically an organization's
understanding of a customer or potential customer's system requirements and
dependencies at a particular point in time usually prior to any actual design or
development work. It's a two-way insurance policy that assures that both the customer
and the organization understand the other's requirements from that perspective at a
given point in time (Jackson 1995).
It's important to note that an SRS contains functional and nonfunctional requirements
only; it does not offer design suggestions, possible solutions to technology or business
issues, or any other information other than what the development team understands
the customer's system requirements to be.
A well-designed, well-written SRS accomplishes four major goals:
· It provides feedback to the customer.
· It decomposes the problem into component parts.
· It serves as an input to the design specification.
· It serves as a product validation check.
The SRS is typically developed during the first stages of "Requirements
Development," which is the initial product development phase in which information is
gathered about what requirements are needed--and not. This information-gathering
stage can include onsite visits, questionnaires, surveys, interviews, and perhaps a ROI
analysis or needs analysis of the customer or customer's current business
environment. The actual specification, then, is written after the requirements have
been gathered and analyzed.
IEEE 830-1998 standard has identified nine topics that must be addressed when
designing and writing an SRS:
1. Interfaces
2. Functional Capabilities
3. Performance Levels
4. Data Structures/Elements
5. Safety
6. Reliability
7. Security/Privacy
8. Quality
9. Constraints and Limitations
There's not a "standard specification template" for all projects in all industries because
the individual requirements that populate an SRS are unique not only from company
to company, but also from project to project within any one company. The key is to
select an existing template or specification to begin with, and then adapt it to meet
needs.
A "strong" SRS is one in which the requirements are tightly, unambiguously, and
precisely defined in such a way that leaves no other interpretation or meaning to any
individual requirement. A will belt SRS should contain the following chapters:
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Introduction.
Overall Description.
External Interface Requirements.
System Features.
Other Nonfunctional Requirements.
Other Requirements.

(Kamata, M. I. and Tamai, T. 2007) applied various statistical analysis techniques
over the SRS quality data and project outcomes. Some interesting relations between
requirements quality and project success or failure were found, including:
1. A relatively small set of SRS items have strong impact on project success or
failure.
2. Descriptions of SRS in normal projects tend to be balanced.
3. SRS descriptions, where purpose, overview and general context of SRS are
written, are rich in normal projects and poor in overrun projects.
4. When the descriptions of SRS are poor while those of functions and product
perspective are rich, the project tends to result in a cost overrun.
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Chapter 3
Customer Participation
Today's users of software demand software applications of greater size and
complexity than before. Modern software development processes and methodologies
focuses on fulfilling that demand beside the increased order on software. Our aim is to
develop a software development processes with attendant methodologies and
technologies that focuses on meeting the user requirements as well as improving
software quality and productivity.
Improving quality is based on how well that software meets the requirements and the
expectations of its users as long as it is kept adequate, reliable, and efficient.
Increasing the ratio between the resources required for development and the size and
complexity of the developed software is the determinate of improved productivity
(Kelley Cyr 2002).
In their survey of IT executives and technical managers, the Standish Group lists ten
factors supporting project success; at the top of the list is user involvement (Standish
Group 1995).
3.1

Introduction

The main purpose of software development is supporting the business functions of
some customer on a certain field, hence, customer trustworthiness is the most
important factor in the success of a software project, trustworthiness or dependability
"essentially means the degree of user confidence that the system will operate as they
expect and the system will not 'fail' in normal use (Somerville 2004).
Software availability, reliability, safety and security are the measures of the software
dependability and either one of them have direct relation with customer's service,
environment or data. On the other hand, the level of customer confidence in the
software is of equal importance and depends on the purpose of the system, the
expectations of its users and its current marketing environment.
Obviously if the system fails at any time and does not match its specification, there
will be direct impact on the customer especially if they are using the software to serve
there own customers –like a banking system or a customer care interface, on the mid
and long term the supplier of that software will face bigger loss.
To reduce this risk, suppliers must work closely with customers involving them early
and often on the software development lifecycle which will improve project success
probability (Laura Rose 2006). Looking from other perspective and as indicated by
the Software Engineering Code of Ethics and Professional Practice "Software
engineers shall act in a manner that is in the best interests of their customer and
employer, consistent with the public interest" (ACM/IEEE-CS 1999), this includes
customer satisfaction which can not be achieved if the software does not live up to the
customer expectations.
At first glance the stakeholders stated needs could be considered as the highest level
reference point for characterizing defects in software production. Unfortunately
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stakeholders often get wrong what they require of a system. The highest reference
point needs for any system must therefore be the “real needs” of the system subject to
domain and quality requirements that meet professional and community standards.
This vague reference point is complicated further because needs of a system change
over time). The difference between the real and the stakeholders needs is shown in
figure 23 (Zheng and Dromey 2001).

Figure 23: Difference between the real needs and the stakeholders needs

Hence, stakeholders needs are likely to be incomplete, some needs may be wrong and
still others may be in conflict, inconsistent, redundant or even unnecessary. It follows
that the reference point of “real-needs” only provides a context because it is not likely
to be fully known either by the Stakeholders or the software engineers. The aim of
this thesis is to develop a software engineering life cycle that enhances customer
participation in projects, which will assist in decreasing the gap between the
stakeholder needs and the system real needs. .
3.2

Customer Involvement in Software Production Phases

Although software processes are different and variant, they all carry some common
activities. As illustrated in figure 24, these activities include Software Specification,
Design and Implementation, Validation and Verification (V&V), Operation and
Maintenance (O&M), and Evolution.

Figure 24: Software processes common activities

3.2.1

Software Specifications (Requirement engineering)

The Requirement engineering process or software specification is a particularly
critical stage of the development lifecycle "as errors at this stage inevitably lead to
later problems in the system design and implementation" (Somerville 2004).
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The most important function of this activity is to specify a system that will meet the
needs of the customer, which –in their part- plays a key role in the success of the
process as they must be involved in the elicitation and validation of the requirements
to ensure that the problem suppliers has built full understanding of the problem, and
that the requirements are accurate (Beckworth and Ganer 1994). The main phases of
the requirement engineering process are shown in figure 25.

Figure 25: The requirement engineering process (Somerville 2004)

The feasibility study involves customer and supplier interaction to understand and
identify the customer request and to make sure if the idea is feasible and can be
satisfied using the exiting software and hardware technologies.
Requirements elicitation and analysis is among the most communication-rich
processes of software development. It engages different stakeholders, from both the
customer and the developer sides, who need to intensively communicate and
collaborate.
As a key part of the requirements engineering Process, requirements elicitation has a
great impact on the later development activities; any omission and incompleteness
may lead to important mismatches between customer's needs and released product.
Elicitation techniques include questionnaires and surveys, interviews and workshops,
documentation analysis and participant observation (Lanubile 1996).
During this phase requirements should be negotiated and analyzed carefully since
many software projects have failed because their requirements were poorly negotiated
among stakeholders (Boehm 1996). In the other hand, software architecture
alternatives cannot be evaluated in a thorough way without consideration of different
stakeholders’ negotiated requirements (Thomas and Millett 2007).
The SRS is the product of the requirement specification phase; the basic issues that
the SRS should tackle are the following:
· Functionality: What is the software supposed to do?
· External interfaces: How does the software interact with people, the systems
hardware, other hardware, and other software?
· Performance: What is the speed, availability, response time, recovery time of
various software functions, etc.?
· Attributes: What is the portability, correctness, maintainability, security, etc.
considerations?
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Design constraints imposed on an implementation: Are there any required
standards in effect, implementation Language, policies for database integrity,
resource limits, operating environment(s) etc.?

Joint Preparation is of high importance for producing a well-written and completely
understood SRS, because usually neither the customer nor the supplier is qualified to
write a good SRS alone.
Customers usually do not understand the software design and development process
well enough to write a usable SRS, but they have big understanding to their demands,
and have wider knowledge in the needed external interfaces and the non functional
requirements of the system. Suppliers usually do not understand the customer's
problem and field of endeavor well enough to specify requirements for a satisfactory
system (IEEE Std. 610.12).
The validation phase attempts to increase confidence that a given requirement
corresponds to the end-user’s desires (Beckworth and Ganer 1994). It is concerned
with showing that the requirements define the requested system with no conflicts,
contradiction, errors and omissions; checks is carried out on the requirement to
guarantee this, these checks include validity checks, consistency checks, completeness
checks, realism checks and verifiability checks (Somerville 2004).
The requirement document is the outcome of the requirement engineering process, it
include beside the SRS, the product perspective and functions, the user characteristics,
assumptions and dependences as well as general constrains; other documents could be
produced to target matters pertaining to production of software. These could include
items such as (IEEE Std. 610.12):
· Cost
· Delivery schedules
· Reporting procedures
· Software development methods
· Quality assurance
· Validation and verification criteria
· Acceptance procedures
The intended users of these documents are the system customers, managers,
engineers, test engineers, and maintenance engineers (Somerville 2004).
3.2.2

Software Design and Implementation

The implementation stage of the software development is the process of converting
system specifications into an executable product; as shown in figure 26 at this stage
supplier's architectures, designers, and developers do most of the work. Customer
participation in this activity is tangential unless iterative or agile development
schemes are used, in these approaches, adaptive and customer-driven planning is
forefront.
Customer-driven development implies that the choice of features for the next iteration
or release comes from the customer. The focus is on whatever the customer perceives
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as the highest business value. A developer's job is to create quality code, applications,
and products that are valuable to the customer.
However, Customer interaction is a never-ending activity and having detailed
discussions with the customer about early versions of the product design verifies that
developer is on the right track.
Customers also need to see something concrete before they can give useful feedback.
By providing quick prototypes, earlier design review, and short iterations to delivery,
along side with the normal beta release, the risk of the customer finding critical
usability issues at the later stages is reduced.
Still, many development organizations do not consult the customer, but instead isolate
the choice of features to their business analyst or product marketing teams.
Prioritization of features is done by the product managers via their interpretations of
the market trends and competition.
Unclear and vague requirements are passed to the development teams, who typically
have even less contact with the customer. They code the features to their perceptions which are far removed from the customer's viewpoint. Customers often do not see the
application until after code freeze or during a formal beta cycle, which is too late.
In contrast, if the supplier carried the right level of commitment, combined with
frequent customer interaction and a willingness to remain flexible in implementing
the solution, software development teams are much more likely to provide the
features that make a software project successful (Laura Rose 2006).

Figure 26: Software design and development stages

3.2.3

Software Verification and Validation

Software V&V processes determines whether the development products of a given
activity conform to the requirements of that activity, and whether the software
satisfies its intended use and user needs.
Verification is defined as the process of evaluating a system or component to
determine whether the products of a given development phase satisfy the conditions
imposed at the start of that phase. Where as Validation is the process of evaluating a
system or component during or at the end of the development process to determine
whether it satisfies specified (IEEE P1012/D12). In other words, Validation is 'end-toend' verification (Boehm 1996).
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Whatever the size of project, software verification and validation greatly affects
software quality. People are not infallible, and software that has not been verified has
little chance of working. Typically, 20 to 50 errors per 1000 lines of code are found
during development, and 1.5 to 4 errors per 1000 lines of code remains even after
system testing (Gibson 1992). Hence, every project must verify and validate the
software it produces, this is done by (Boehm 1996):
· Checking that each software item meets specified requirements.
· Checking each software item before it is used as an input to another activity.
· Ensuring that checks on each software item are done, as far as possible, by
someone other than the author.
· Ensuring that the amount of verification and validation effort is adequate to
show each software item is suitable for operational use.
Each project must define its Software Verification and Validation activities in a
SVVP. Users, managers and developers all need to be assure that the software does
what it is supposed to do.
An important objective of testing is to show that software meets its specification. The
'V diagram' in figure 27, shows that unit tests compare code with its detailed design,
integration tests compare major components with the architectural design, system
tests compare the software with the software requirements, and acceptance tests
compare the software with the user requirements.
All these tests aim to 'verify' the software -i.e. show that it truly conforms to
specifications (Boehm 1996). In the other hand, Customer involvement in the testing
process is crucial to achieving the required functionality (Arthur and Nance 2000).
One of the most important tests in the V&V cycle is the acceptance testing, which is a
Formal testing procedure, conducted to determine whether or not a system satisfies its
acceptance criteria and to enable the customer to determine whether or not to accept
the system. This test is often carried out by the customer, on his site and using real
data.

Figure 27: The Lifecycle of verification approach (Boehm 1996)
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Testing methods and tools, in themselves, do not guarantee effective testing and
ensure high quality of software. The key to improving the effectiveness of testing is to
improve the attitude of software developers towards testing and the nature and culture
of the organization. Also, testing has to be seen in a broader perspective of
maximizing customer satisfaction and providing feedback for process refinement,
rather than just detecting and correcting errors in the software (Murugesan 1994).
This could be achieved by involving customers in the testing process and getting there
online feedback through direct participation.
3.2.4

Software Evolution and Maintenance

Software evolution and maintenance is a very broad activity often defined as
including all work made on a software system after it becomes operational (Canfora
and Cimitile 2000). It starts when the initiator provisionally accepts the software
(Boehm 1996). The IEEE defined this phase as “the process of modifying a software
system or component after delivery to correct faults, improve performances or other
attributes, or adapt to a changed environment” (IEEE P1012/D12).
Maintenance plays an important role in the lifecycle of a software product. It is
estimated that there are more than 100 billion lines of code in production in the world.
As much as 80% of it is unstructured, patched and not well documented. Maintenance
can alleviate these problems (Kegan et al. 2003). According to (Niessink and van
Vliet 2000), customers judge the quality of software maintenance differently from
how they judge the quality of software development. This implies a need to carry out
software maintenance through different processes from those used by the average
software development organization.
The software maintenance process is classified into four categories (IEEE
P1012/D12):
· Corrective maintenance: reactive modification of a software product
performed after delivery to correct discovered faults.
· Adaptive maintenance: modification of a software product performed after
delivery to keep a computer program usable in a changed or changing
environment.
· Perfective maintenance: modification of a software product performed after
delivery to improve performance or maintainability.
· Emergency maintenance: unscheduled corrective maintenance performed to
keep a system operational.
There are two major activities related to software operations have:
· User support: it includes 'end user' that utilizes the products or services of a
system. And an 'operator' who controls and monitors the hardware and
software of a system. A user may be an end user, an operator, or both.
· Problem reporting: Users should document problems in Software Problem
Reports (SPR). These should be genuine problems that the user believes lie in
the software, not problems arising from unfamiliarity with it.
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Figure 28: The IEEE maintenance process (Canfora and Cimitile 2000)

3.2.5

Software Project Management

The customer participation in the project management activities is a key factor in
project success. On the customer side, Project Management duties should not be
considered as a part-time function for an employee or more appropriately a manager
that has other full-time responsibilities. Prior project management training or
experience is a must for the successful completion of complex projects.
Adaptation of standardized project management methodologies should also be
implemented by the Customer. The customer could take part on some or all of the
below project management activities (Thomas and Millett 2007):
· Schedule/Time management
· Cost Management
· Quality Management
· Human Resource Management
· Contract/Procurement Management
· Communications Management
· Scope Management
· Risk Management
· Project Integration Management
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Chapter 4
A Customer Oriented Software Development Life Cycle
Software development life cycle (SDLC) is defined as a concept of providing a
complete support to a software product throughout all stages of its evolution. Where
as, Software life cycle is a Period of software product life from its conception,
development and roll-out until end of use and removal from market. Hence, the
software development life cycle provides control over the software lifecycle.
In this chapter we propose a new SDLC that focuses on enhancing the customer
participation in the software production processes, relying on his knowledge in the
environment, practices, communication methodology, and structure of the hosting
environment.
4.1

The Model Main Phases

Our proposed model contains five phases (as shown in figure 29):
· Customer Preparation Phase.
· Requirement Engineering Phase.
· Design and Development Phase.
· Testing Phase.
· Closure Phase.

Figure 29: The proposed software development life cycle
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Customer Preparation Phase

The customer preparation stage determines the nature and the scope of the
development, as well as provide basic understanding to the customer team about the
nature of software projects and software development. If this stage is not performed
well, it is unlikely that the project will be successful in meeting its needs. The key
project controls needed here are an understanding of the business environment and
making sure that all necessary controls are incorporated into the project.
This stage -shown in figure 30- should include a series of activities that covers the
following areas:
1. Feasibility study of the project.
2. Defining stakeholders, project managers, and project team
3. Customer team training.
4. Defining the project business goals and objectives.
5. Producing and signing of the project charter.

Figure 30: The customer preparation phase

The first step is conducting a rough feasibility study; that is used to measure and
assess the technical viability of the projected outcome. This rough feasibility is
carried by the customer and the supplier together, and focuses on answering questions
about whether the technology needed for the system exists? How difficult it will be to
build? And whether the firm of the supplier has enough experience using that
technology?
On the other hand, this study only evaluates the ability of the supplier to provide the
system in general terms; A more detailed and thorough feasibility will be conducted
through the requirement engineering phase that measures the system based on an
outline design of system requirements in terms of input, output, fields, programs, and
procedures.
A conclusion will be reached in the end of this activity, to indicate whether to proceed
with the proposed project or not; if the results of the feasibility study are positive, the
project can proceed to next steps.
The key participants are then identified, and there contact information is shared
between the customer and the supplier, those are:
· Customer and Supplier stakeholders.
· Supplier project manager.
· Customer project manager.
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Technical writer.
Software manager.
Process controller.
Tree builder.
Consultant group.

Upon the completion of this activity, the customer will select their representative team
in the project, and send them to the supplier firm in order to learn more about the
supplier firm, get more experience in the communication methodology, and obtain
basic understanding of the supplier environment.
On the same time, the supplier and the customer will identify the goals of the project,
this will help focus design decisions and prevent the project from going off course.
The goals of the project should be SMART:
· Specific
- Well defined
- Clear to anyone that has a basic knowledge of the project
· Measurable
- The goal should be obtainable.
- Know when it will be achieved
· Agreed Upon
- The goals should be agreed between all the customer stakeholders.
· Realistic
- The goals can be satisfied.
· Time Based
- Enough time is available to achieve the goal.
Having measurable goals helps in having statistical analysis for the project, examples
of these goals are:
· Time
· Accuracy
· Overall success
· Satisfaction
In the last step of this phase, the supplier and customer project managers will develop
a project charter that will be signed by project stakeholders from both sides. By the
end of the phase the customer and the supplier will agree to take the project to the
next step –i.e. requirement engineering phase.
4.1.2

Requirement Engineering Phase

This phase includes requirements elicitation, analysis, definition, and specification.
The major outcomes of this phase are a behavior tree along side with the system
requirement specification document.
The major role in this phase is for the customer, where they make the election of the
requirements, the analysis and validation of these requirements will be done by the
supplier, and the definition will be done by both parties as well as the specifications.
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For the requirement engineering phase in particular, the model will use a RUP-like
process –i.e. a process that follows the RUP flow, shown in figure 31, to build the
requirement of the system.
Requirements Elicitation focuses on obtaining overall requirements of product from
customer including information and control needs, product function and behavior,
overall product performance, design and interfacing constraints and other special
needs.

Figure 31: Requirement engineering process

The elicitation will be made through a series of JAD meetings, which will be
organized by the customer side project manager. These meetings will be attended by
all the project main personals and any needed expert from outside the project
personals group, experts could be from the customer end, the supplier end, or a third
party.
Customers will be responsible in electing the requirements and explaining them to the
supplier, as well as, making sure that the requirements are complete and fully
understood by the supplier team.
The supplier specialist staff will perform requirements analysis and validations, which
include those tasks that go into determining the needs or conditions to meet customer
requirements, taking account of the possibly conflicting requirements, and the
feasibility of these requirements. Requirements analysis is critical to the success of a
development project.
Customers typically know what they want, but not what software should do, hence,
incomplete, ambiguous or contradictory requirements are recognized by skilled and
experienced software engineers. The validation process tries to answer the following:
· Validity: Does the system provide the functions which best support the
customer’s needs?
· Consistency: Are there any requirements conflicts?
· Completeness: Are all functions required by the customer included?
· Realism: Can the requirements be implemented given available budget and
technology
· Verifiability: Can the requirements be checked?
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Once the general requirements are collected from the customer, an analysis of the
domain of the software as well as the scope of the development should be determined
and clearly stated. Certain functionality may be out of scope of the development
project as function of cost, others as a result of unclear requirements at the time the
development has begun.
After that, these process requirements will be classified into four types:
· Accepted
· Conflicting
· Require more clarification.
· Rejected (could be not feasible or out of scope).
Accepted requirements are then defined, categorized, prioritized and distributed over
a behavior tree, where they are given a unique identity number for every single
requirement.
Specification is the task of precisely describing the software to be written, possibly in
an exact way. Specifications are most important for external interfaces that must
remain stable. The detailed specification of each requirement is then studied between
the customer and the supplier and written on the SRS.
Non-Accepted requirements will repeat the whole process again until a complete and
accepted behavior tree and SRS are created. The identity number of each requirement
should be the same on both the behavior tree and the SRS.
During this phase, the customer team that was selected on the preparation phase will
continue training in the supplier firm.
4.1.3

Design and Development Phase

In this phase the designers of the supplier will design the software architecture based
on the developed behavior tree and the SRS. The developers will program the
requested software. This phase can be based on evolution where an upgrade is done
on existing software, which is owned by the supplier or customer.
The main part in this phase is for the supplier, but the customer will participate by
creating a virtual tunnel between the development team and product stakeholders
from the customer end. So, the customer team that was trained in previous phases will
start working at this phase.
This phase includes six processes:
1. Behavior tree analysis:
The development team will start the development process by analyzing the BT
that was produced from the requirement phase. This will include further
improvement to the resulted BT, by making more grouping for the similar
subtrees and redesign the BT to produce an optimized system BT.
2. Software architecture:
The architecture of a software system refers to an abstract representation of
that system. Architecture is concerned with making sure the software system
will meet the requirements of the product, as well as ensuring that future
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requirements can be addressed. The architecture step also addresses interfaces
between the software system and other software products, as well as the
underlying hardware or the host operating system.
The system architecture will based on the system BT, considering various
subtrees and groups off the tree, which will make the architect work easier.
Integration protocol definition:
During this activity, a protocol will be created to identify the coding scheme
and the protocol that should be followed by the developers for subtrees
integration.
Teams distribution:
At the beginning of this activity the project managers will introduce the
system for the customer and vendor teams that was not participating on the
process from the beginning which will help in building an overall
understanding of the required job.
Depending on the architecture results, the development team will be divided
into several -but smaller- teams. Based on the size of work, the software
manager will distribute the subtrees over these teams, where related subtrees
will be assigned to a single team.
The integration protocol defined in the previous step will be explained to all
the teams in order to be considered through coding.
Subtree coding:
Reducing a design to code may be the most obvious part of the software
engineering job, but it is not necessarily the largest portion. During this
activity the developers will start coding the subtrees where successfully coded
requirements will be moved to the testing phase.
The customer team, on the other hand, will create a communication channel
between various project members and teams trying to explain the requirements
in a real time manner to the developers to complete there task with he minimal
time.
Subtree Integration coding:
If a subtree is tested successfully, a development team specialized in
integration will glue the subtree code to the other parts of the system that are
already developed.
Upon completion of all the subtrees integration, the system will be sent for
acceptance testing.

The customer team will work closely with all teams trying to explain the requirement
to developers, if any ambiguous requirements appeared during this phase the customer
team will work with the supplier team to send this requirement back to the
requirements engineering phase, accordingly, an update will be done on the BT, to
indicate the status of this requirement.
The same applies for requirements moved to the testing phase, where the state of
these requirements should also be reflected on the BT. Figure 32 illustrates the
various activities on this phase and their relation with other phases.
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Figure 32: Design and development phase activities

4.1.4

Testing Phase

The testing phase –shown in figure 33- is a separate phase which is performed by a
different team after the implementation is completed, Because it is hard to see one's
own mistakes, and a fresh eye can discover obvious errors much faster than the person
who has read the material many times.
There are four types of tests in this phase:
· Internal testing
· Subtree testing
· Application testing
· Acceptance testing
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Internal testing deals with low-level implementation, where each function or
component is tested. This testing is accomplished by the implementation teams. This
test is conducted by a developer on a single node -on the behavior tree- or a group of
connected nodes.
Subtree testing deals with testing a single sub tree. This could test the interaction of
many functions but impound the test within one subtree. The goal of Subtree testing is
to isolate each part of the program and show that the individual parts are correct.

Figure 33: Testing phase and its interaction with other phases

Application testing deals with tests for the entire application. This is driven by the
scenarios collected from the SRS and based on the behavior tree. This test includes
testing of application limits and features. The application must successfully execute
all scenarios before it is ready for general customer availability
Acceptance Testing is performed on the customer environment and using actual
inputs. It allows customers to ensure that the system meets their business
requirements. This additional test will probably be required for the customer to give
final approval for the system.
The customer specifies scenarios to test based on the built behavior tree. Acceptance
tests are black box system tests. Each acceptance test represents some expected result
from the system. Customers are responsible for verifying the correctness of the
acceptance tests and reviewing failed and successful tests. A node is not considered
complete until it has passed its acceptance tests.
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The acceptance test is the last opportunity customers have to make sure that the
system is what they asked for. When this final test is complete, the team expects that
the customer will formally approve the system or point out any problems that still
need to be resolved. Therefore, unlike all the other tests performed so far, acceptance
testing is the customers' responsibility.
Any node or subtree that fails any of these tests will be sent back to the design and
development phase. If the whole system does not satisfy the customer requirements,
the customer and suppler could agree on repeating the entire requirement engineering
phase all over again. Otherwise, the system will be considered ready for delivery and
the system will move to the closure phase.
4.1.5

Closure Phase

Closure phase is the final phase of the proposed model, it contains the following
activities:
· Delivering the final product to the customer.
· Delivering the project documentation to the customer.
· Performing training for the customer operational team.
· Project Evaluation.
The final product will be installed on the customer environment, and a formal
acceptance of the system will be signed by the project stakeholders, to indicate that
the project had completed.
Most successful projects have one thing that is very evident - they were adequately
documented, with clear objectives and deliverables. These documents are a
mechanism to align sponsors, customers, and project team's expectations. These
documents will be updated in each phase of the project and then delivered to the
customer on project closure.
A trainer from the supplier end will then perform the system training for a selected
customer team, which will use and operate the system.
The over all project will be evaluated through a questionnaire distributed to the
project members and stakeholders. Another evaluation will be separately made, in a
form of project assessment document, by the customer and the supplier, through
which, each part identify the following:
· Over all assessment of the project based on initial goals.
· Reasons of success, partial success or failure.
· Assessment of project members.
· A track of changes in requirement and in delivery.
4.2

The Dataflow Model (The Model Main Tool)

The data flow of the proposed model is based on the behavior tree,; the behavior tree
contains three parts (as shown in figure 34):
1. root node: in the below figure, R0 represents a root node for the whole tree,
R1, R2 and R3 represents root nodes for its derived subtrees. Also R2.1 could
be considered as root node for the nodes R2.1.1 and R2.1.2.
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2. Subtree: any part of the tree that can be categorized as related requirements,
the sub tree will be named by the root node of it, in the below example, the
selected sub trees are named as ST1, ST2 and ST3 respectively. If R2.1 is
considered as a root node, its sub tree will be ST2.1.
3. Node: a single requirement that is represented on the behavior tree in one
block only. Each node has a unique identifier assigned to it in the following
scheme:
- The main root node of the tree will have the number R0.
- Nodes of the same parent will be numbered from left to right starting
from 1 to n.
- Each node number will be preceded by its parent number.
- Nodes with more than one parent will derive its number from the most
left parent.

Figure 34: The model behavior tree parts

The behavior tree will represent only functional requirements that are well defined on
the SRS, the numbering plan of requirements on the SRS should follow the
requirements numbering on the behavior tree, not the other way around.
A coloring scheme should be adopted by the project stakeholders to indicate the status
of a certain node, four colors should be defined, each will represent one of following:
1. Node is in requirement engineering phase.
2. Node is in the development phase.
3. Node is in the testing phase.
4. Node is ready.
Figure 35 shows the life cycle of a single node. A node could go back and forth
between the project phases, once it's ready, it can not move any more. A subtree
passes through the same process as a single node.
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Figure 35: Data flow of a sub tree and a single node

4.3

The Workflow Model (Transaction Between Phases)

Based on behavior tree nodes status, the phases of the proposed model are interleaved;
for example, while a certain subtree are in development phase, another subtree in the
same project could be in the testing phase and another one may be in the requirement
phase.
The transaction between phases –moving from one phase to another or moving the
constructed behavior tree or part of it from one phase to another- is based on the
calling system –shown on figure 36; the calling system defines the authority of a
decision on a certain phase, as well as, govern the project transaction between phases.
The proposed model suggests three main types of calls:
· Customer call: A customer initiated request to move a single node, a subtree,
or the whole behavior tree from a phase to another.
· Supplier call: A supplier initiated request to move a single node, a subtree, or
the whole behavior tree from a phase to another.
· Unified call: A customer/supplier initiated request to move a subtree or the
whole behavior tree from a phase to another.
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Figure 36: The calling system

Calls can be major or minor. In major calls the whole behavior tree is moved to
another phase, while in minor calls, a subtree or a single node is moved.
Every phase on a project has certain types of calls, based on the authority in this
phase. In the customer preparation phase a major unified call will be performed if
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both parties -the customer and supplier- reached an agreement to proceed with the
project. This call will officially indicate the beginning of the requirement engineering
phase.
In the requirement engineering phase, the following calls could be issued:
· Customer major call: Upon completion of this phase for the first time, the
instance tree will complete and all nodes have the same status -requirement
phase status, hence, the customer -who is responsible on verifying the
requirements- will issues a major call to move the whole instance tree to the
design and development phase. Accordingly, all the nodes on the behavior tree
will change status to development phase status.
· Customer minor call: A single node or a subtree could be sent back to this
phase from the design and development phase, or the testing phase, after
performing the requirement engineering process to these requirements, they
will be sent to design and development phase again, and their corresponding
status will be changed accordingly.
The authority in the design and development phase is in the hands of the supplier,
who may issue the following calls:
· Supplier minor call: if any defects are found with a single requirement (node)
or with a subtree, the supplier makes a call to send the defected node(s) back
to the requirement engineering phase. The statuses of these nodes are changed
to requirement phase status. If a node or a subtree is developed the supplier
can also issue minor calls to require testing of these nodes, this includes
internal and subtree testing; the status of the corresponding nodes will be
changed to testing phase status.
· Supplier major call: if the whole application is finished –every node in the
behavior tree is satisfied- the supplier will issue a major call to declare the end
of the design and development phase and to require application and
acceptance testing, the whole instance tree status will change accordingly.
In the testing phase the following calls can be initiated:
· Supplier minor call: the supplier will be responsible on internal and subtree
testing, if a nodes or a subtree fails to pass on of these tests, it will be sent
back to design and development phase with development status. If the test was
successful, it will be sent back to development phase, but this time with a
ready status, in order to be integrated with other nodes; no development will
be carried out on ready nodes.
· Unified minor call: if a defect is found in the supplier understanding of
subtree, the customer can agree to repeat the requirement engineering process
for this part again, and the status of the contained nodes will changed as well.
· Unified major call: if the system does not satisfy one of the basic principles of
software development, like dependability or security, during the application
testing process, the whole instance tree could be sent back to the requirement
phase, repeating the to return the whole project starting from the Requirement
phase, all the nodes statuses will be initialized to the requirement phase status.
· Customer major call: upon successfully completing the application testing
with the supplier, the customer will mark the whole instance tree as ready, and
the acceptance test will take place, if successfully completed the customer will
issue a major call to declare acceptance of the new project.
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No calls are conducted through the closure phase since the development process will
be finished by then.
4.4

The Role Model (Major Roles and Responsibilities)

There are different roles in the proposed model for different tasks and purposes during
the process and its practices. These roles are described as follow:
· Customer and Supplier stakeholders:
The managers from the customer and supplier end, that are responsible on
making a final decision upon disagreement between the customer and the
supplier representative teams. The stakeholders will monitor the project
through weekly progress reports initiated from the supplier and the customer
project managers. The stakeholders are responsible of declaring the
preparation and the closure of the project.
· Supplier project manager:
The administrative and financial leader of the project, working as a
representative for the customer from the supplier perspective, and the main
representative for the supplier from the customer perspective; the model do
not define any customized tasks for the Supplier project manager, other than
controlling the customer project manager role and involving him in some of
the project management activities, and initiating the supplier calls and unified
calls from supplier end.
· Customer project manager:
Works along side with the supplier project manager and under his leadership;
main tasks include:
- Creating the project charter with the supplier project manager.
- Initiating the customer calls and unified calls from customer end.
- Holding and managing the JAD meeting during the requirement phase.
- Inviting the customer and the third party consultants during the
requirement phase.
- Explaining the customer requirements to the design and development
team of the supplier in the design and development phase.
- Communicating with the customer to handle any urgent requests from
the supplier.
- Selecting the customer testing team for the acceptance testing, and
performing unit, subtree and application testing with the supplier testing
team.
The customer project manager will assess the supplier project manager in
performing the following tasks:
1. Analysis and design of objectives and events.
2. Planning the work according to the objectives
3. Risk Management
4. Organizing the work
5. Directing activities
6. Controlling project execution
7. Tracking and reporting progress
8. Analyzing the results based on the facts achieved
9. Defining the products of the project
10. Issues management
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11. Defect prevention
12. Communicating to stakeholders
·

Technical writer:
Responsible of documenting the JAD meetings, writing the requested
documents from the project manager, and building the SRS. Having technical
writers involved throughout the entire SRS development process can offer
several benefits:

·

·

·

·
·

- Technical writers are skilled information gatherers, ideal for eliciting and
articulating customer requirements. The presence of a technical writer on
the requirements-gathering team helps balance the type and amount of
information extracted from customers, which can help improve the SRS.
- Technical writers can better assess and plan documentation projects and
better meet customer document needs. Working on SRS provides
technical writers with an opportunity for learning about customer needs
early in the product development process.
- Technical writers know how to determine the questions that are of
concern to the user or customer regarding ease of use and usability.
Technical writers can then take that knowledge and apply it not only to
the specification and documentation development, but also to user
interface development, to help ensure the User Interface models the
customer requirements.
- Technical writers involved early and often in the process, can become an
information resource throughout the process, rather than an information
gatherer at the end of the process.
Software manager:
An experienced developer, who participates in the requirement analysis and
the design of the project. The Software manager is responsible in leading
small teams in the analysis, design and development phases of the required
software. The development manager is responsible of selecting and organizes
teams for each subtree or group of subtrees. He is also responsible on the
integration plan between each group of requirements, by building a basic
structure for the integration that all the teams should follow to guarantee
smooth integration of subtrees.
Process controller:
A supplier repetitive that is responsible of monitoring that the model process is
followed, he is responsible of controlling and guiding the project members to
follow the model process.
Tree builder:
Responsible in building the behavior tree and tracking the status of each node
as well as defining the nodes that moved at each calls; tree builder
responsibility includes mentoring the calls and reflecting its effect on the
behavior tree.
Testing manager:
Responsible of performing and managing all the required tests, and providing
feedback to the customer and supplier project managers.
Consultant group:
This group contains two types of personals that participate in the project in the
requirement phase:
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Customer consultants who are experts in a certain products that the
needed software need to integrate with it, those could help on defining
the interface requirements.
Third party consultants who are owners of a product that the requested
software need to integrate with, those will assist in defining the
requirements of the integration interface.

Any contact between the customer and the supplier representatives will be done
through the project manager. No communication between the two parties is allowed
unless it was controlled by the project managers. The role and communication model
between the customer and the supplier is shown in figure 37.

Figure 37: The role and communication model

4.5

The Model Practices

The model focuses on some effective practices taken from other development
methods as follow:
From extreme programming the model recommends the existence of an on-site
customer individual. This role is done by the customer project manager, who will
create a virtual communication tunnel between the customer and the supplier.
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Also as XP, the model focuses on human communication, where it is important for
software developers, to be able to keep each other informed, resolve issues as they
arise, interact productively with customers and generally communicate effectively.
Feature driven development defines the role of the chief manager where the proposed
model gives the same responsibility to the software manager. Also as FSS, the model
suggests using business modeling to ensure that the customer's needs are satisfied. By
analyzing the customer's organization and business process, a better understanding of
the structure and of the business is gained.
Joint application Design meetings is held on the proposed model as defined in the
process practices, to develop the requirements of the customer.
Based on dynamic system development method, the model recommends developing a
feasibility study that is mainly concerned with the technical ability to build the
required software and judging the domain of the project.
DSDM also uses a business study that involves workshops where a sufficient number
of customer’s experts are gathered to be able to consider all relevant aspects of the
system including the requirements and the effected business processes. Another two
outputs are the architecture definition and the prototyping plan.
4.6

The Model Documents

Careful documentation can save an organization time and money. Unless you are able
to produce a document that makes the user comfortable and agreeable, no matter how
superior your product might be, people will refuse to accept it
Most successful projects have one thing that is very evident - they were adequately
documented, with clear objectives and deliverables. These documents are a
mechanism to align suppliers, customers, and project teams expectations, the model
suggest establishing the following documents:
1. Project Charter
2. Feasibility Study
3. Scope Statement
4. Project management plan
5. Work Breakdown Structure
6. Change Control Plan
7. Risk Management Plan
8. Risk Breakdown Structure
9. Communications Plan
10. Governance Model
11. Risk Register
12. Issue Log
13. Action Item List
14. Resource Management Plan
15. Project Schedule
16. Status and weekly Reports
17. Responsibility assignment matrix
18. Database of lessons learned
19. Stakeholder Analysis
20. Project assessment.
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These documents are normally hosted on a shared resource and are available for
review by the project's stakeholders -except for the Stakeholder Analysis, since this
document comprises personal information regarding certain stakeholders. Only the
supplier project manager has access to this analysis. Changes or updates to these
documents are explicitly outlined in the project's configuration management.
Over the course of any project, the work scope changes. Change is a normal and
expected part of the development process. Beyond executing the change in the field,
the change normally needs to be documented to show what was actually developed.
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Chapter 5
Discussion
It is difficult to compare and contrast models of software development because their
proponents often use different terminology, and the models often have little in
common except their beginnings (marked by a recognition that a problem exists) and
ends (marked by the existence of a software solution) (Davis, et al. 1988). This
chapter aims to evaluate the proposed SDLC by comparing it with some of the
existing software engineering life cycles, showing the strengths and weaknesses of the
model.
5.1

Introduction

The task of objectively comparing just about any methodology with another is
difficult and the result is often based upon the subjective experiences of the
practitioner and the intuitions of the authors (Song and Osterweil 1991). Two
alternative approaches exist: informal and quasiformal comparison (Song and
Osterweil 1992). Quasiformal comparison attempts to overcome the subjective
limitations of an informal comparison technique. According to (Sol H.G. 1983)
quasiformal comparisons can be approached in five different ways :
1. Describe an idealized method and evaluate other methods against it.
2. Distill a set of important features inductively from several methods and
compare each method against it.
3. Formulate a priori hypotheses about the method’s requirements and derive
a framework from the empirical evidence in several methods .
4. Define a metalanguage as a communication vehicle and a frame of
reference against which you describe many methods.
5. Use a contingency approach and seek to relate the features of each method
to specific problems.
Comparison often implies valuing one method over another. Hence, by using the
second approach, some important features concerning the method and its adoption are
chosen as perspectives through which the methods are analyzed. Our goal, then, is to
identify the differences and similarities between our method and the different
software development methods.
However, the variety of different approaches leads to a dilemma when it comes to
selecting the most suitable one for a project. At the beginning of every project the
manager is expected to commit to a development approach. This is often driven by
past experience or other projects that are, or have been, undertaken by the
organization. Project managers are expected to select the most suitable approach that
will maximize the chances of successfully delivering a product that will address the
client’s needs and prove to be both useful and usable. The choice should clearly relate
to the relative merits of each approach. In practice, little work has been conducted in
this area and aside from theoretical papers that compare and contrast some of the
models listed above. It is unusual to find studies comparing empirical result
(Benediktsson, et al. 2006).
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(Benediktsson, et al. 2006) was the last published experiment that tried to address the
difference between various software development life cycles. The experiment took
place at University of Iceland during the winter 2003-2004 as part of a full year, two
semester project. The experiment involved 55 student-developers working in fifteen
teams developing fifteen comparable products from the same domain. The objective
was to investigate the differences in terms of development effectiveness and quality
given the different approaches.
5.2

The Model Classification

Typical life cycle approaches to select from include sequential, incremental,
evolutionary and agile approaches. Each is likely to be better suited to a particular
scenario and environment and to result in certain impacts on the overall effort and the
developed products. Below we aims to classify the developed model as sequential,
incremental, evolutionary or agile.
·

Sequential approaches:

Sequential approaches (e.g. waterfall model,) refer to the completion of the work
within one monolithic cycle. Projects are sequenced into a set of steps that are
completed serially and typically span from determination of user needs to validation
that the given solution satisfies the user. Progress is carried out in linear fashion
enabling the passing of control and information to the next phase when pre-defined
milestones are reached and accomplished. This approach is highly structured,
provides an idealized format for the contract and allows maximum control over the
process. On the other hand, it is also resistant to change and the need for corrections
and re-work.
Sequential development is also referred to as serial engineering. The serial focus
ensures interaction between phases as products are fed into the next step and frozen
upon completion of a milestone. This essentially represents a comparison between the
input to and the output of each phase. Sequential engineering also implies a long
development sequence as all planning is oriented towards a single hand-over date.
Explicit linearity offers a structured approach rich in order, control, and
accountability. In order to overcome the impact of a late hand-over and delayed
feedback, specific decision mechanisms, review point and control gates are introduced
to ensure early discovery and correction of errors and a reduced aggregate cost to fix.
It’s clear from the above discussion that the developed SDLC can not be classified
under the sequential approaches category. First of all, there are many cycles within
the main cycle, the progress of work is not linear since it can go back and forth, and
the developed SDLC can not be described as high structured but rather it’s rely on
people to control the process flow. While the sequential approaches are most
resistance to change, the developed SLDC attempt to reduce the effect of change by
showing its effect directly to the customer, but dealing with the change it self can be
handled. Also, all the phases are running concurrently on the developed model, so the
phase products are not frozen at the end of the phase.
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The developed SDLC matches the sequential approaches in terms of delivery
mechanism only, were the running version is implemented on the customer
environment in a single shot after the acceptance test.
·

Incremental Approaches:

Incremental approaches -the spiral model could also be classified as incrementalemphasize phased development by offering a series of linked mini-projects (referred
to as increments, releases or versions) working from a pre-defined requirements
specification up front. Work on different parts and phases, is allowed to overlap
throughout the use of multiple mini-cycles running in parallel. Each mini-cycle adds
additional functionality and capability.
The approach is underpinned by the assumption that it is possible to isolate
meaningful subsets that can be developed, tested and implemented independently.
Delivery of increments is staggered as calendar time progresses. The first increment
often acts as the core product providing the functionality to address the basic
requirements. The staggered release philosophy allows for learning and feedback
which can modify some of the customer requirements in subsequent versions.
Incremental approaches are particularly useful when the full complement of personnel
required to complete the project is not available and when there is an inability to fully
specify the required product or to fully formulate the set of expectations.
The development SDLC has much in common with the incremental approach, but
they differ on the principle of delivery to the customer. While the incremental
approaches focuses on prioritizing the customer demands and delivering them on
phases, the developed SDLC attempt to build the whole system then delivers it to the
customer.
·

Evolutionary Approaches:

Evolutionary approaches recognize the great degree of uncertainty embedded in
certain projects and allow developers and managers to execute partial versions of the
project while learning and acquiring additional information and gradually evolving
the conceptual design.
Evolutionary projects are defined in a limited sense allowing a limited amount of
work to take place before making subsequent major decisions. Projects can start with
a macro estimate and general directions allowing for the fine details to be filled-in in
evolutionary fashion. The initial implementation benefits from exposure to user
comments leading to a series of iterations. Finite goals are thus allowed to evolve
based on the discovery of user needs and changes in expectations along the
development route. Projects in this category are likely to be characterized by a high
degree of technological risk and lack of understanding of full implications by both
stakeholders and developers. Evolutionary approaches are particularly effective in
change-intensive environments or where resistance to change is likely to be strong.
The developed SDLC can not be described as an evolutionary approach.
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Agile Approaches:

Agile development is claimed to be a creative and responsive effort to address users’
needs focused on the requirement to deliver relevant working business applications
quicker and cheaper. The application is typically delivered in incremental (or
evolutionary or iterative) fashion.
The agile development approaches are typically concerned with maintaining user
involvement through the application of design teams and special workshops. The
delivered increments tend to be small and limited to short delivery periods to ensure
rapid completion.
The management strategy utilized relies on the imposition of time boxing, the strict
delivery to target which dictates the scoping, the selection of functionality to be
delivered and the adjustments to meet the deadlines. Agile development is particularly
useful in environments that change steadily and impose demands of early (partial)
solutions. Agile approaches support the notion of concurrent development and
delivery within an overall planned context.
The developed SDLC confirms with the agile approaches on the principles related to
user involvement, the main difference derived from the incremental delivery nature of
agile approaches.
Based on the above analysis we can not classify the developed SDLC as sequential,
incremental, evolutionary nor agile, on the other hand, it could be classified as a
hybrid model of sequential, incremental and agile approaches.
5.3

Comparison With Other Models

Since the model is classified as a hybrid model of sequential, incremental and agile
approaches. We aims to compare it with these models only in terms of advantages and
disadvantages, since it can be compared with other methods that have different
scheme and orientation.
As indicated in chapter 1, the waterfall model –as a representative of sequential
approaches- cumbersome the following disadvantages:
· Changes may cause considerable confusion as the project progresses.
· As The customer usually only has a vague idea of exactly what is required
from the software product, this model has difficulty accommodating the
natural uncertainty that exists at the beginning of the project.
· The customer only sees a working version of the product after it has been
coded. This may result in disaster if any undetected problems are precipitated
to this stage.
It’s clear that the developed SDLC covered these problems and solved them; the main
common activity between the developed model and the waterfall is the delivery
scheme, this adds the following advantages:
· The customer need not to think about what will be delivered in the next phase,
since the system is delivered in a single shot, so all the requested features
should be their from day one.
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The output of the project can be expected.
Delivering a rigid product to the customer which will increase his confidence
in the system.

Even this feature is considered as a weakness point for the waterfall model, we argue
that this is no longer a weak point in our model. The cause of the problem on the
water fall is that the user is not involved in the project, so when they receive the
product they will have a vague idea about its operation. But this dilemma is solved in
our model, since the customer is involved on all the phases of the project including
development.
The incremental model shares a lot of properties with the developed SDLC, the main
advantages of this model are:
· Generates working software quickly and early during the software life cycle.
· More flexible – less costly to change scope and requirements.
· Easier to test and debug during a smaller iteration.
· Easier to manage risk because risky pieces are identified and handled during
its iteration.
For the first advantage, the incremental approach differs from the developed
approach; this is because even this advantage could be a very big disadvantage for the
incremental delivery. The incremental delivery could be misleading to the customer,
were they expect to see a feature on a certain phase, but this features could be delayed
to later phases. Also this kind of delivery could lead to loss the customer faith in
system performance, because the incremental nature of development will tend the
developers to focuses on service rather that reliability in the first few delvers.
The last three advantaged is the same for the developed model if applied to modules
rather than iterations.
The main disadvantages of the incremental model comes from the customer side,
since its very hard for them to prioritize their needs in the first few increment which
will lead to change requirements over the phases. Also, the customer does not have a
feeling over the development time, so, they may request a feature to be delivered that
could take the time of other three but more important increments from the developers
perspective.
The agile methods are proven to be the most successful among development methods,
especially with small to medium projects. But, due to its incremental delivery
approach, it inherits the same disadvantages from incremental approaches related to
delivery, which the developed model solves.
The developed model focus in customer involvement as the agile methods, so, both of
them face the challenge of keeping the customer interested in working in the project.
The developed model solves this problem by assigning a customer side project
manager, who focuses in managing the customer side teams. On the other hand, the
main reason of the success of agile methods is there focus on the customer
involvement, which is the main target of the developed approach.
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One of the most related works to the developed model is the Modular-Model
proposed In (Maheswar 2002); the life cycle proposed on this model focuses on
distributing the requirement into modules to dot the development concurrently trying
to achieve parallelism and hence faster delivery. The first phase of this model is a
“Developer Phase Involving Customer”, the phase name is misleading, because the
customer job here is to participate in providing requirement and the developer will
collect them validate and then distribute them into modules, so the customer is not
involved nor participate in the development work. The same applies for the last phase
of this cycle –i.e. “Testing Phase Involving Customer”- since it is an ordinary
acceptance test on the customer environment, so there is no new contribution that this
work offered. The main disadvantages of this work are:
· Specifications are built based on prototyping mechanism which needs a lot of
time to achieve the customer target. In contrast, our proposed model relies on
JAD meeting to collect the requirements which proved to be very successful.
· The model focuses on modularity to achieve parallelism, but no tool provided
to achieve this. On the other hand, our model distributes the requirement over
a behavior tree, so modularity will be achieved based on that tree.
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Chapter 6
Contributions, Conclusions and Future Work
The contribution of the presented software development methodology will be
illustrated in two main perspectives. At the outset, the benefits that the model has
presented will be argued. Then, the effectiveness of the model will be measured. To
conclude the study, conclusion and the viewed future work will be discussed in the
end of this chapter.
6.1

Model Analysis

The means of this analysis is to show the strengths in the proposed model, together
with presenting the benefits from the adopted methods.
6.1.1

A Five-Phases Model

The Model contains five well defined phases, in which the boundaries between each
phase are obvious, and the role of responsibility is clearly identified. Recognizing the
boundaries help the project members to follow the project, knowing their role in the
current phase and the expected outcome from them at the end of each phase.
The customer preparation phase was presented to let the customer team understand
what they really want, and build comprehensive knowledge about the main goal from
adopting the system. Along side with this, this phase will prepare the customer team
to work on software projects.
Upon the end of the phase, the customer will have a clear idea about the strengths and
weaknesses in the proposed solution. Which will make them value there supplier and
understand any incompatible requirements that was not feasible during the brief
feasibility study.
The project charter will identify the roles of each party, the customer and the supplier,
to remove any confusion between decision makers and visibly identify the goals and
the expected deliverables of the software.
The model also offered the customer preparation phase isolated from the requirement
phase, because:
· It contains activities that do not need to go into iteration.
· Its process can’t be interleaved with other activities, for example defining the
project goals can not be interleaved with the development of some
requirement, those are mutually isolated, and the development of any
requirement is fully dependent on the project goals.
The requirement engineering phase, in the proposed model, is an iterative process, to
make sure that the output requirements are as correct as possible, not conflicting, and
clearly describe the customer needs.
The requirements phase needs the longest time in the proposed model in comparison
with the other phases, because:
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Reworking requirements defects on most software development projects costs
between 40% (Firesmith 2003) and 80% (Wiegers 2001) of total project effort.
Requirements defects may cost between 10 to 200 times as much if detected in
a fielded systems or 10 times as much if detected during testing compared to
detection at the requirements stage (Firesmith 2003).
As much as 60% of all defects in a system lifetime originate from deficient
requirements (Berry 2002).
Any mistake in requirement phase effects the whole cycle, and eventually
increase the time to deliver and increase the development cost.

The model requirement, design and development, and testing phases are interleaved,
in which, some of the requirements could be processed in the requirement phase,
other could be developed and some of them could be tested, all at the same time, the
benefits of interleaving includes:
· All the teams -i.e. the requirement team, the development teams and the
testing teams- are working concurrently, and no team is setting idle.
· All the teams will keep in touch with the system and will never loss
synchronization or familiarity with the project, because they are dedicated to
it.
· Increase the time to deliver, which will lead to increase customer and supplier
benefits.
The most significant advantage of the closure phase is the project assessment
document, which can be used for future reference as a feedback for both the customer
and the supplier to identify the factor of success and/or failure of the projects. This
will help them to focus on the success factors and reduce the failure factors, for
example, the effect of the change in requirements.
6.1.2

A Tree-Based Data flow

In addition to its effective rule in the requirement phase, in terms of defect detection as mentioned in section 3.4- , representing the system in a behavior tree could help in
the following aspects:
· Simplifies tracing of requirement –i.e. the phase of each node.
· Simplifies nodes (requirement) reporting between the customer and the
supplier.
· Modulating the system into subtrees that can be developed simultaneously.
· Simplifies the selection of testing cases in the acceptance test, and the
expected behavior will be obvious.
6.1.3

A Call-Based Work Flow

Both the customer and the supplier along with the whole development life cycle will
benefit from the proposed calling system:
· It clearly identifies the decision maker in each phase of the project.
· The responsibility comes with the decision; hence, call maker will make deep
analysis before issuing any call.
· Controlling the process flow.
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A clear declaration of moving nodes between phases to make all the teams
synchronized.
Clearly identify customer participation in the process, which will force him to
be more committed to it, since the mistake will be obvious and documented if
it was from the customer end.
Interactive Customer and Supplier Teams

The customer and the supplier will work as a single team in the project, from the
requirement definition to the project management and until the system testing.
Benefits of this method include:
· The customer and the supplier keep each other dedicated to the project by
creating a competitive environment and each member will work against
putting any mistakes on his side.
· The customer will have a better understanding in the value of change in
requirements.
· Any delay in project delivery will be justified from the customer perspective.
· Simplifies the testing for the customer team.
· Flexible adaptation to the software after delivery.
The ultimate goal of this method is to make sure of gaining satisfaction of the
customer, which will lead to long term profit of the supplier.
The roles and responsibilities are distributed between the customer and the supplier,
which will do well to both ends. For example, having a customer project manager
will:
· Increase and guarantee customer’s team dedication to project.
· Speed up deliveries from customer end, like requirement clarifications.
· Organize and control the customer teams.
· Provide help to the supplier project manager, because of his wider knowledge
on the hosting environment, and interfaces with third party systems.
· Making sure that the supplier project manager and his team is fully focused in
the project goals.
· Making sure the project time plan is followed and gives early alarm in case of
a proper delay.
· Identify risks from the customer end.
· Reporting the project progress to the customer end stakeholders.
6.2

The Model Effectiveness

Measuring the effectiveness of the proposed model needs a reliable and trusted
method that comprehensively analyzes the factors of success and failure in projects.
We will measure our model effectiveness based on comparisons with the CHAOS
report and the CMMI model.
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CHAOS Report Confirmation

One of the measuring references for this model will be the “Standish Group CHAOS
Report 2004”; The Standish Group, is a globally respected source of independent
primary research and analysis of IT project performance. The CHAOS report produced by the group- comprises 12 years of research, done through focus groups,
in-depth surveys and executive interviews, on project performance of over 50,000
completed IT projects.
The objectives of CHAOS research are to document the scope of application software
development project failures, the major factors for failure, and ways to reduce failure.
In 1994, The Standish Group made public its first CHAOS Report, documenting the
billions of dollars wasted on software development for projects that were never
completed. That report is among the most oft-quoted in the industry since then.
(Hartmann 2006)
For purposes of the study, the projects were classified in the report into three
resolution types:
· Project success: The project is completed on-time and on-budget, with all
features and functions as initially specified.
· Project challenged: The project is completed and operational but over budget,
over the time estimate, and offers fewer features and functions than originally
specified.
· Project impaired: The project is canceled at some point during the
development cycle.
The resolution of projects in 2004 is illustrated in figure 38.

Figure 38: CHAOS 2004 projects resolution

Figure 39 shows the change in projects resolution from 1994 until 2004.
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Figure 39: Change in projects resolution (1994-2004)

Figure 40 shows the average percentage of cost overrun over 1994 till 2004, and
figure 41 illustrate the average percentage in the time overrum during the same period
of time.
The most important aspect of the research is discovering why projects fail. To do this,
The Standish Group surveyed IT executive managers for their opinions about why
projects succeed. The three major reasons that a project will succeed are user
involvement, executive management support, and a clear statement of requirements.
There are other success criteria, but with these three elements in place, the chances of
success are much greater. Without them, chance of failure increases dramatically. The
project top ten success factors was:
1. User involvement 15.9%
2. Executive management support 13.9%
3. Clear statement of requirements 13.0%
4. Proper planning 9.6%
5. Realistic expectations 8.2%
6. Smaller project milestones 7.7%
7. Competent staff 7.2%
8. Ownership 5.3%
9. Clear vision & objectives 2.9%
10. Hard-working, focused staff 2.4%
Other 13.9%

Figure 40: Average percentage of cost overrun (1994-2004)
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Figure 41: Average percentage of time overrun (1994-2004)

The survey participants were also asked about the factors that cause projects to be
challenged. Top ten factors for Project failure was:
1. Lack of user input 12.8%
2. Incomplete requirements & specifications 12.3%
3. Changing requirements & specifications 11.8%
4. Lack of executive support 7.5%
5. Technology incompetence 7.0%
6. Lack of resources 6.4%
7. Unrealistic expectations 5.9%
8. Unclear objectives 5.3%
9. Unrealistic time frames 4.3%
10. New technology 3.7%
Other 23.0%
Opinions about why projects are impaired and ultimately canceled ranked incomplete
requirements and lack of user involvement at the top of the list. The main factors for
impaired projects are:
1. Incomplete requirements 13.1%
2. Lack of user involvement 12.4%
3. Lack of resources 10.6%
4. Unrealistic expectations 9.9%
5. Lack of executive support 9.3%
6. Changing requirements & specifications 8.7%
7. Lack of planning 8.1%
8. Didn't need it any longer 7.5%
9. Lack of IT management 6.2%
10. Technology illiteracy 4.3%
Other 9.9%
Major factors that effect software development can be derived by analyzing the results
from the above figures; it can easily noted that the most effective factors in project listed from the most important to the least important- are:
1. User involvement.
2. Clear statement of requirements.
3. Executive management support.
4. Realistic expectations.
5. Staffing.
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6. Proper planning.
7. Clear vision & objectives.
8. Technology.
9. Smaller project milestones.
10. Ownership.
11. Didn't need it any longer.
12. Unrealistic time frames.
13. Lack of IT management.
The results amazingly comply with the process of the proposed model; from it
intensive focus on customer involvement, passing by the long and comprehensive
requirement phase, along side with enhancing the management role –the stakeholdersin projects.
The model also peruses realistic expectations by involving customer in the
development process, and clearly identifies the role of each project team member –the
staff- in the process. It can be noticed that, the main factors that affect projects are
actually the points of focus of the developed model.
6.2.2

CMMI Model Measurement

Since 1991, CMMs have been developed for a large number of disciplines. Some of
the most notable include models for systems engineering, software engineering,
software acquisition, workforce management and development, and Integrated
Product and Process Development. The CMM-IntegrationSM project was formed to
sort out the problem of using multiple CMMs. The CMMI Product Team’s mission
was to combine three source models, the Capability Maturity Model for Software
(SW-CMM) v2.0 draft C, the Electronic Industries Alliance Interim Standard
(EIA/IS) 731, and the Integrated Product Development Capability Maturity Model
(IPD-CMM)SM Into a single improvement framework for use by organizations
pursuing enterprise-wide process improvement (Kalayci 2005).
The CMMI assets a model by placing it in a certain maturity level; Maturity levels
consist of a predefined set of process areas. The maturity levels are measured by the
achievement of the specific and generic goals that apply to each predefined set of
process areas. In CMMI models with a staged representation, there are five maturity
levels, each layer in the foundation for ongoing process improvement, designated by
the numbers one through five as shown in figure 42.
Figure 43 shows a summary of the target profiles that must be achieved when using
the continuous representation to be equivalent to maturity levels 2 through 5. Each
shaded area in the capability level columns represents a target profile that is
equivalent to a maturity level (CMMI Product Team 2005).
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Figure 42: An overview of the software CMMI levels (Paulk 2001)
Name

Abbr

ML

CL1

CL2

Requirements Management

REQM

2

Project Planning

PP

2

Project Monitoring and Control

PMC

2

Supplier Agreement Management

SAM

2

Process and Product Quality
Assurance

PPQA

2

Configuration Management

CM

2

Organization Process focus

OPF

3

Organization Process Definition

OPD

3

Training program

TP

3

Target

Integrated Software Management

ISM

3

Profile 3

Software Product Engineering

SPE

3

Intergroup coordination

IC

3

Peer Reviews

PR

3

Software Process Management

OPM

4

Quantitative Quality Management

QQM

4

Defect Prevention

DP

5

Technology Change Management

TCM

Process Change Management

PCM

CL3

CL4

CL5

Target
Profile 2

Target
Profile 4
Target
Profile 5

5

Figure 43: Target Profiles and Equivalent Staging (Paulk 2001)

Analysis of the developed model based on the CMMI is shown in figure 44, from
the figure it can be show that the model falls mainly in target profile 3.
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REQM
PP

ML 2

PMC
SAM
PPQA
CM
OPF
OPD
TP

ML 3

ISM
SPE
IC
PR

ML 4

OPM
QQM
DP

ML 5

TCM
PCM

CL 1
CL 2
CL 3
CL 4
CL 5
Figure 44: Analysis of the developed model based on the CMMI

6.3

The Model Drawbacks

Some of the identified disadvantages of the model are:
·
·
·
6.4

If a system cannot be properly modularized, defining and building subtrees
will be problematic.
The behavior tree representation makes the method useful on small and middle
size projects, but not on large scale projects.
It has not been employed as much proven models and hence may prove
difficult to confidence suppliers to adopt it.
Conclusions and Future Work

The main purpose of software development is supporting the business functions of
some client on a certain field, the aim of this study was to find software development
model with attendant methodologies and technologies that focuses on meeting the
user requirements as well as improving software quality and productivity, which will
increase customer satisfaction.
It was initially assumed that the outcome model aims to enhance the customer
contribution to the development process, as well as trying to increase the customer
side participation in project management activities. The model tried to accomplish this
by building:
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A software development model
A role model
A dataflow model
A work flow model

All of the above models identified clearly the parts of the customer and the supplier
and the boundaries between them.
Analysis of the model effectiveness has showed that the proposed model follows the
current needs of software development process. On the other hand, the model has
some drawbacks, because of the limitation inherited from behavior tree usage.
In order to give a realistic assessment of the effectiveness of the proposed SDLC, the
model must be adopted by software engineers and project managers in the field to
verify its ability on the ground. The proposed model is still theory and needs actual
projects in order to be measured and evaluated. Whatever the measure applied to
verify this SDLC, no tool can give accurate answers as real life projects will do. Only
years of adoption can answer the question, does this system really work?
Future work will include building software tools to support this development life
cycle, these tools include, a behavior tree creation and tracing software, that will be
used to create the behavior tree, check in errors in it, and trace the phase of each
instant.
Along side with this, deep and thorough analysis must be done to check the ability of
proposed role, dataflow and work flow models.
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Appendices
Appendix A1: Behavior Tree Notation
Reference: Behavior Tree Group (2007), Behavior Tree Notation v1.0, ARC Center
for Complex Systems.
A1.1 Naming Conventions
Variable Naming Conventions

Node Concrete Syntax
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Tree Naming Conventions

Tree Branch Naming Convention
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A1.2 Behavior Tree Notation
Behavior Tree Composition

Basic nodes
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Node Operators

Multiple Component Instances
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Node Tags
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